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I inrerperer the final vote to be a
decision that the students should
beconsidered as a revinue source. .

An Official task force in California
has concluded that the states own
rrtllnagemem system fails to protect human health and the environmenr adequately.
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All season long rhe Broncos have
been plagued with turnovers,
Saturday night-was no exception,
and it has cost Doise State any
chance of winning the Dig Sky
title.
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by Diane Barr
The ASBSU senate approved
budget requests from the .BSU
Anthropology Club and the BSU
Sociology Association during the
course of Its October 4 meeting In
the Student Union BUilding.
The Anthropology Club request
was for the amount of ~
and .
Inclu~ed the expenses of a speaker

and the yearly operating budget
for the group. The request had
been reviewed by the Financial
Advisory Board (FAB) and given
approval at that level. Very little
debate was evident and the final
vote on the measure was 14-0 In
favor.
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Pavilion and Recall Issues Still Alive
Though the fee increase for a
concern with the pavilion Is "reoPerez as ASBSU president. Gayle
multi-purpose pavilion was finally
onclllng" plans for an on-campus
SiX,one of the chief backers of the
approved by thestate Board of
pavilion, a performing arts center
recall, said Perez's overall repEducation last Thursday, BSU
and a city eonventton
center,
resentatlon of the pavllton'e tmstudents and administrators are
which may all be constructed
pact was one of the chief reasons
treating it like anything but a dead
Within a few years. "These three
for the petition. "I felt a lot of side
Issue. Efforts are presently underbuildings. will .have overlapping
lssues have not been considered _
way both to hasten the building's
functions," he said, "and there Is
such as parking and traffic. AI~
administrative formation, and to
enough private money pledged to
ready, Broadway Street is insuf- ~ .•,.
halt all. such plans, as well as to. all three ofthem to build ... a truly
ficlent to handle football crowds ,.
removethe ASB· president.
, multi-purpose facility, without tax.... What would it be like If even a h ,~"
. An architect-liaison committee
Ing the students or taxing the
minor event were being held In the ~~.~llii~~~,,(\\~
has been set up to work out several . community.'"
pavilion at the same. time as a
building specifications, said AI
Opdyke said the group Is refootball game?" '
Hooten, assistant vice-president 'searching legal avenues to prevent
Six. criticized' the. open forums
for financial affairs. The next
Pavilion, which may be
student funding of the. paVilion., presented by Perez .IWO Weeks AbOve is a model of the BSU Multi"Purpose
meeting on October 18 Will deal
increase was
l1e said, ., If we don't CQmm!1 ; over ':': befonHhe,State B&rd .yota .asa .built on campus by 1982. A $40 per semester student
with accomfTlQd<itlng "elevators,
the next x number of..:.years,say,
"ventllatlonperlodIt didn't' appri:/ved by the State Baardot:,Education iastThursday to fund the
Crowd 'control, easy access," in, $19 million to the pavilion plus the, seem to ..be very 'worthwhile"
building, but in particular,one student group is still opposing the
addition to possible facilities for a
performing arts - convention, cen- ' except for making (one) realize pavilion. The mOdel is on display in the BSG senate chambers, .
day care ceriter and other services,
ters, we wili still' have the -fluid . there was alot rrore involved In
'he noted. '.
funds on campus iwlth the fee
the' issue than had beeri told. "
increase] to make up for the loss
, . The counter-petitions dlstributTo brlngtha pavilion one step
that may be Incurred by the 1 per
ed In favor-of Perez last week had
closer to realization, the student
cent initiative," which he felt was
not beenconsolidated,but estlmsenate plans to work with Dr.
not' 'something we should pretend
ates of the number of signatures
David Taylor, vice-president for
Isn't there -. that's the- attitude I
reached well over 1000, as comstudent affairs, to establish a
seem to have seen In the admlnlspared to the over 1700 signatures
board of governors for the facility.
tration."
gathered by the recall drive.
this board will devise policies on , . Hooten commented that it was
by Bud Humphrey
Opdyke said the gro,up wit! try to
building use and admission for
doubtful a legal challenge to the
gather 2000 signatures before
Despite misgivings about the
events, among other things.
spoken against the fee increase.
student funding of the bUilding
filing for. recall.
timing of the vote, and uncertainty
Whlle the university and studHe also presented testimony from
couldbeupheld,asfootballdor~
Perez said only, "I'd just as
of student opinions, the .State
ent administrations are making
an open hearing held September
at the University of Idaho and
soon they have the elections and
Board of Education voted 4-3 last
plans for the pavillon,a group of
21, from a student movement to
Idaho State have been similarly
get It over with." A two-thirds
Thursday to approve a $40.00 fee
students is making plans against
recall Perez, and from students of
student-funded for years.
majority of the vote on the recall, if
• increase for full-time BSU stu-:
it. Travis Opdyke, spokesman for
the Vo-tech school, which spoke
Inseparable from the pavilion
It Is flied, will be requlred to
dents to fund a multl-purposa
the group, said their. ultimate
mostly against the increase.
Issue Is the pelition to recall Rob remove Perez from office.
pavilion.
,
tJ
"The need Is not going to go
The decision came after a sudden ' away,"
said board member,
announcement
that the BSU
Cheryl Hymas. "I can see Where
Alumni Association would start a
we could be called derelict 5 years
$500,000 fund drive for the strucfrom now if we did not approve the
ture. Acoordlng to Art Berry, first
structure.' ,
vice-president ot the association,
The alumni club carne "out of the
by Kay Doty
cation for a conditional-use permit
had no Indication we couldn't do
the club haetdecided to contribute
background," said Berry, to start
would be a mere formality, arid on
this until It was brought up during
the one-half million only the day
a fund drive.
The association
.l\fter'severaJ months of hearings,
the strength of this they purchased
the hearing.'!
before.
piaris to Institute a dues system,
applications, .rejections, charactor
the house for. $42,500.
The
At this point they hired attorney , "The credibility of the Board Is at
and direct some otthe revenue out
attacks and vindication, Alpha
application was submitted to PlanBill Donovan. An appeal was
stake, "said president lena Seppi. ,: of the a1umnl football gAAle and
omicron PI sorority.finally has an
Ing and Zoning In June and was
written stating they had rio prev"If we approve the bUilding
other special sources toward the
offlcially-approved house near the
approved.
Ious knoWledge the porch change
today, it will look as if weare not
BSU campus.
The chapter planned to do the was against the zoning ordinance trying to cut down on building and Pavilion, rather than to "oo<:laI.
actiVities, " he stated. He hopes to
AOPI.ls the oldest sorority on the
neeessary remodE!l,lngduring the
and requested a re-hearlng. This
on costs; and with the 1% coming
have contributed $500,000 w1ihln '
BSU campus, but was the only one
summer so the house would be was. granted and the hearing was.
up, that can hurt us."
25
without its own house, and was
ready for occupancy by the beginheld on July 24; Donovan'polnted
A. L. Alford, who voted for tbe
"We've fundad scholarships and
using. ,rented facilities.
A city
nlngof
the fallsemester,but
out that the city'S own ordinances
measure,
noted, "I've never seen
programs -. our academic spend- ,
ordinance requires sorority houses . neighbors appealed the permit,
were such that thO house could not
a fee increase like this discussed at
Ing will notdlmlnlsh," sald.Berry,
to be withIn 1000 feet of the
saying they felt the house wOuld be located in any other area. The
a good time. " Alford bemoaned
5tating
only one-half of the money
campus, and a committee redisrupt the quiet residential
City Attorney advised members
the state.·building •feA structure,
received from dues will go toward
searched the area In the Spring of
neighborhood with the .Intensive
that legal problems would be
saying, 'To fill this need the only
the Pavilion.
1978 to find a place that would suit
use It would generate.
Involved If the City Qluncll made
viable alternative 1sto soak the
BSUPresident Dr. John Keiser
their needs.
A four-bedroom
the decfsion,so it was sent back to
students .. this Indicates that the
said the alumni gift could go
house at 19Q6 Potter Drive was
It was polntEld out at the City
Planning and Zoning and·· on
legislative and executive branches
toward developing parking for 1M
their choice. A garage could be
Council hearing In June that the
Sept(lmber 22 they again approved
[of the state·government] are not ,building. seppi had asked Keiser
remodeled into a sleeping porch
proposed sleeping porch plan was
the Permit. Again the neighbors
properly allOWing fort he funding
for a commltlT1ellt that, if parking
and a bathroom added to allow
against city code regulations, .and appealed; stating that there would
of educational.facillties."
o(some other related CQSt should
room· for the ten girls who would
the council reversed the Planning
be additional traffic, parties every
On student attitudes, ASB .Presl- . prove higher, "you do.•not come
live there. They presented their
and Zoning ruling. Linda· Rust, night and on-street parking pro~
dentRob Perel pointed outthat%.
hack to the Boafdand ask for
plans to the· City Planning. ComChapter advisor. and member of
lems. Another hearing was set for
of the students attending the open . .another studerit fee Increase. "
CONTINUED
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INTERNSHIP: Opportunityfor&pert &perieftl;e
Her many duties •and activities
Dean of Education, received a . participating school (BSU) must
during
the program Included helpacknowledge
accreditation,
slnoe
oompetltlcn form from the Alliance
ingto
ooordinate and colJduet·
during Internship, she would earn
for the. Arts In Education (ME).
teacher workshops, preparing Infour oollege crldlts.
This form called for a young adult
formation and scheduling for the
experienced In education, one of
fal I semester children' sart festival,
Shaw sent In her application
the art fonns (theater, danae.
aiding In presentations at the
music, visual), or preferably, a forms two weeks before the deadJ.F.K. Center for Teacher Core
line and then waited for word. On
oomblnatlon of the two - hence.
and school principal conventions;
, the last day of finals In ~y.'
aesthetic education.
'
Beilnett .Tarleton, the Executive . etoetra.'
Dr. Martin, who had onoe taught
Qxlrdlnator for the National A6!!r
Shaw In an education class, 1mIn order to receive college credit
thetic Educational learning Center
. mediately notified her of the
for her work. who was assigned to
(NAaC)
In Washington, D.C .•
opportunity.
"I couldn't believe
read aesthetic education related
and her future supervisor, phoned
Shaw, an elementary education
that Dr; Martin even remembered
literature and write summaries on
Shaw and told her she had· been
major .here at Boise. State, woo
me," she oommented. "But I see
these, and attend any aesthetic
accepted for Internship. Shaw was
selected from hundreds of young
now what a deep interest he must
edueatlon-orlentedworkshopsheld
the NAELC's first choice.
adults from all over the United
have i.n all his students' careers." .
In D.C.
States to Intern In aesthetic educaHowever,
slnoe
the
Alliance
for
tion (the lnoorporatlng of fine arts
. After Dr. Martin had notified
Although Shaw, who was
the Arts in Education (ME) Is a
with education) at John F. KenShaw, there were oertaln requirehoused in a dorm at George
government-funded, nonprofit ornedy Center for. the Performing
ments she had to meet: (1) a 3.0
\lVashrngton University with one
ganization, Shaw was given a
Arts .In washington. D.C. lhere
grade agerage,' (2) at least three
hundred fifty other Interns, was
stipend
of
$600,
and
It
was
were only two other people chosen
recommendations
from former
kept busy enough with her work,
for this particular Internship, and ' professors. employers,' or other
suggested that she find her own
she certainly had free time enough
Shaw was the first &Jer to represponsors.
She
had
only
two
weeks
people With whom she has worked,
with. which to pursure other activiIn which to raise enough money.
sent Idaho.
(3) a working resume listing all
ties. She was able to attend many
past
experienoes
In
art,
education,
Shaw's good fortune carne about
political speeches (Including ones
. "I didn't expect.to collect half as
or in art education, and (4) her
when Dr. Clyde Martin, acting
by Senators Ted Kennedy, Muskle,
much money as , did," she said.
,g
Doyle, and ChurCl'1). senator
"If It weren't for the generosity of
Church, with Whom Shaw became
my sponsors, I would never have
acquainted ..'as a fellow Idahoan,
been able to go." ..
made her feel
. right at home. Other activities
Shaw's
internship
lasted
for
~.:I
;~~~~i~t=~:OONotes
:.::
:~
••
Included attending several \MIlte
three months over the summer.

by Dallas Overfield
How would you nke to explore
washington, D.C., gain valuable
experience In· the field of your
choloe, build up your career while
earning prestige, receive up to
four oollege credits, and stili have
time to attend parties given in
your honor at the White House?
Sound Interesting? Crystal Shaw
did all of this and more during her
summer Intershlp.
.
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-House Parties

for Interns, . and
floating down the Yogahany River
In Pennsylvania, to name a few.
Shaw recommends "anyone who
Is Interested In anything I" to seek
Information· oonoernlng .Internshlp
In washington,
D.C. Besides
aesthetic. edUCiltlon, the areas·
uvaJlable for student Interning are
almost limitless. And as far as age
goes, anyone ranging from fifteen
to thirty may apply.
Shaw also suggests that those
interested sholild apply several
months In advanoe so they will be
able to make plans and ralse the
needed funds. You may apply for
either a fall, spring, or summer

term.
Anyone who Is Intl3rested or
would like more Information about
Interning ·should. contact their
advisors, their Coilgressmen or
Senators. Shaw would be pleased
to offer any help or Information
and may be reached at 3860 E
Victory Road. Her phone number
Is 888-7045.
"I guess the main point that I
want to. stress Is that we, as
students, are often unaware of the
variety of outlets In different areas
. available to us. If you are Interested in doing something produotlve in your field, an Internship Is
an excellent opportunity,"
she

said.

,
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To all of her following sponsors
Shaw extends her thanks and
appreciation: Mr. Lundgren, from
the downtown First Security Bank,
Donna Ryan of CItizens NatlQnal
Bank (downtown), Dave Q>nnelly
of Albertson's headoffloe,
Mary
Malarky of Boise cascade, Burt
,Serda and OJ Bowlder .of IAEE,
Sally Donart of Idaho First National Book (head offloe), the Overland
Ballou-latimer
store, Crystal's
sister Susan. Belzeski, Mrs. Lois
MOrgan at the. Multiple sclerosls
Society, Dean Summer's' InsuranceAgency, and finally, Farmers
ana Merchants State Bank. She
would also like to th'ank Mrs. Nee
for her excellent financial advice at
BSU. Other companies, too many
to mantion here, gave out helpful
information
and. much needed
advice.

TSA PlANS
PROVIDE A

TAXSH8.TER..
while you save towards your
retirement.
CML's tax-sheltered annuity
plans help employees of
eligible
nonprofitorganizatlons and public schools
establish retirement programs
.which result in immediate tax
savinQs,. ~
For information, simply call or
write.

Come In and S(lC
Orxcnca fod,ly

StePhen H. Selekot
705 North Eighth@~
. P,O, Box 1637
::::;;
Boise, Idaho 83701·· ..'
Phone: (2OBi 342~551

,,
Sorv;ng tho Northwost

.1

,2-The

Connecticut Mutual Lfl: "",u,,"", '''''''"'
The. Blue Chip Company, Since 1846
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Second
InteroereterSays'
She's Still a Be~inner Day Care
By Bud Humphrey
started a 1Q-week session last
Interpreting for deaf poople in
week, deals with Manual Engclasses has its problems, says
IIsh and the manual alphabet. The
Paula Barraclough. For Instance,
course will start out with finger
an instructor may talk too fast, or
spelling, move on to sentences,
may turn off all the lights for a
cover some signs for words, and
slide show or movie. "If they can't
finally Involve body language and
see what I'm doing, then I don't
facial gestures. At the end of the
have anything to do," she said.
course, said Barra::lough, after
.
presentations of stories and songs,
Nevertheless, Barraclouqh
the class will adjourn to a local
af?parently does enjoy working
establishment and pass the evening
with the Manual English enough
"with no talking - all the converto tesch a class once a week In
satlon will be with hands."
addition to Interpreting for three
Manual English Is one of over a
deaf students on campus. An
dozen accepted sign languages in
employee of the BSU office of
the United States. Barra::lough
Student Advisory and Special Sernoted that it Is "syntax oriented'
vices, she works approximately 30
you form sentences" as opposed
hours a week In the students'
to American Sign ~guage
which
classes.
Is "chronological - there 'are no
"I started taking I~ns
four
pronouns or articles, Just a series
year ago - and I m still a . of words."
beginner," she' remarked .. She
Interested persons may stili sign
hopes soon to take a three-part
up for the class, which Is offered
examination which will determine
through the office of Qmtlnulng
her certification In the Idaho Education, sponsored by the BSU
Registry of Interpreters for the
Sign Language ClUb, and held
Deaf,which, though not a required
Tursday nights at 7-9 p.m. A $15
license, will "make the difference
fee plus a sign language book Is
between an amateur and a profesrequired. There is no credit for the
slonal."
course, and proceeds will go
The sign language class, which
toward the club.

f EE

Bois-e Cascade
Funds Personnel.
Center Opens Needs Study
A second campus day
care center employing BSU students trained In the vocationaltechinical Child Care Studies program, has opened to provide BSU·
students and personnel with more'
extensive day care servlces.
. Owned and operated by Mrs.
Phyllis Qulnowski, one of the
centers will provide day care
toddl.ers18 to 30 months old, while
tho second will care' for children
from two and one-half years old to
school age.
Drop-ins will be accepted by the
centers, which are located at 2001
and 2O'Zl university Drive. Evening care from 6 to 11 pm will be
offered to those participating In
BSU Extended Day classes and
others needing nighttime child
care. The centers will be open.
Mondays through Saturdays.
For further information call

342-8249.

.

.. (PRINCETON, .N.J.) -Many'
colleges or by writing to MGSLS, ing for admission.
minority students, entering their
Box 2615, Princeton, N.J. 08541.
Because of the Interest among
junior or senior years of college or
To take part in the Locater graduate schools throughout the
already possessing undergraduate
service, students describe themnation In attracting qualified mindegrees, may be thinking about
selves by answering a series of
ority students, It Is likely that a
continuing their education In gradquestions on the registration form
student's name will be sent to a Ii
uate school.
that ask for ethnic .background, . number of Institutions. Becausea
If so, Educational Testing Service
undergraduate malor, Intended
graduate school may not wish to
(ETS) and the -Graduate Record
graduate major and other informacontact all students whose names
ExaminatIons Board can help
tlon about educational experience
it receives, students are not inIdentify opportunities for adand objectives. This Information
formed of the Identity of jhoee
vanced study.
is placed In the Locater service fll~
Institutions to which their names
Throuqh.the Minority Graduate. and made a\'8ilable,upon request
have been forwarded.
Student Locater Senilce developed • to participating graduate schools. . The' tocater Service Is not an
by ETS and offered by the GF!E
GRE scores are not included In the' application to graduate school or
Board, college juniors, seniors and
Locater Service file.
.
for financial assistance and does
. graduates who are members of
Each graduate school establishes
not. constitute' a guarantee of
racial and ethnic minorities In the
Its own criteria for Identifying
admission or' financial ald. It Is
United States can make their
students from the Locater Service designed only to supplerneilt a
intentions known to graduate
file based on ethnic ba::kground, student's own efforts to locate and
schools seeking such applicants.
expected major field of study,
seek alImlssion to· a' suitable
There Is no cost to students for this'
degree objective and state of graduate program and to find
service.
residence. Students who use the resources for financial assistance.
Students sign up by completing
Locater Service and meet the
Information students suppiy for
. the registration form contained In
criteria set by a particular school the Locater Service file is treated
the GREI MGSLS Information Bulwill have their names eutornatlcal- confidentially and Is released only
letin. It is the same form used to
Iysubmltted to that school.
to participating graduate schools
register for the Graduate' Record
Students who want to make and scholarship programs.
Examinations.
The GRE are
Information available to graduate
Last year, more than 21,000
comprehensive aptitude and adschools three times during the students made use of the Locater
vanced tests used In the admlsacademic year must have their
Service, and student Information
slons process by many of the
registration forms In by Sept Z2. A was provided to more than 120
nation's graduate schools, Stustudent who misses that deadline graduate schools around the coundents nsed not take theGRE to
and has the form In by Nov 6 will
try. ,
use the Locater Service.
be able to participate. twice.
The GRE and the MGSLS are
The Information Bulletin explains
Gradl!ate schools will correspond administered by ETS under pollall students must know to partlclwith those students in whom they cies determined by the GRE
pate In the Service. Copies of the
are Interested ·to Inform them of
Board, &n independent board affUBulletin can. be tlbtalned at ~t
the procedures to follow In applylated with the Association of
Graduate SchoolSand the Council
of Graduate SchoolSin the United
®
States.

F-_---~_--------------=-a
X

ment organizations In Idaho with
information to assist in their
manpower planning.
-Help organizations reduce trainIng and employee turnover costs.
-Give Information to idaho colleges and unlversltles that can
asslst In graduate placement.
-Aid In student advising and
course changes so education will
be more responsive to employers'
needs.
Klnslinger, an Industrial
psychologist, says the study will
be released next spring. It will be
published In a BSU Center for
Grants and Contracts publication
and will be available to Idaho
business and government agencies.

'

I

T

Boise Cascade corporatlon has
contributed $2,000 to supplement
a research grant by Boise State
University to study the future
personnel needs of Idaho business
and government.
Grant reclplent, Dr. Howard
Klnslinger, Associate Professor of
Management at Boise State, will
attempt to Identify the specific
skiils and knowledge needed by
organizations
in their future
employees.
He will also identify the various
types of positions that government
and business will need In the
future.
.
Once complete, Klnslinger says
the survey will:
-Provide business and govern-
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Academic

ASBSU.
The Associated Students of Boise
State University ere bringing the
candidates to the students. Wednesday, October 25th from 8:00
a.rn.> 5:00 p.rn. In the lobby of the
Student Unlon Building a hoSt of
general election candidates, both
local and &tatewlde wUl have the
opportunity to shake hands with
the future.
Both the Republican and Democrat Central Committees will set
up a table with literature on their
respective candidates.
Information will also be available on how
to register to vote, and absentee
voting.

CAMPUS

Organizations

PSULE

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, Epsilon Nu Chapter, has announced
Its fall pledge class for 1978:
Lynn Baker
Laurl Hallett
Cindy Hili
Pam Hollifield
Jennifer Johnson
Tamml Klngland
Toni Koeltlng
Ann Martens
Teresa Plumb
. Mary Reagan
Laura Reed
Chris Reynolds
Kim Rho!1es
Nancy Robinson
Susan saunders
Cindy Sims
Lisa Wolff

carol

Career/Financial Aid
caldwell Memorial Hoapltal Auxiliary will be awarding Health
Career Scholarships to eligible
students who ere enrolled In
health career fields.
Requirements Include: 2.00 minimum
GPA, ability to show financial
need and residency In the area
served by the caldwell Memorial
Hospital.
Applications must be
accompanied ·by a transcript of
grades received during health
field studies, three tetters of
recommendation, an explanarlon
of reasons for applying and an
Indication 6f the amount of assistance needed, plus a completed
application, which can be picked
up In Room 117 of the Administration Building. Deadline forappllcations Is January 15, 1979.

Registration forms, applications
and brochures ere available In
Room 117 for the National Security
Agency's Professional Qualification Test which Is scheduled for
November 18, 1978. The test Is
designed primarily for graduating
students In all the liberal arts and
math related fields.
Students
must score well In order to qualify
for a NSA Interview In the spring.
Eligibility requires February 1980
as the deadline for receiving at
least a Bachelor's degree. Deadline for receipt ot- reqlstratlon
forms Is November 4, 1978.

The College Republicans are
kicking off the campaign season
with a "goorge Hansen Day"
scheduled for saturday, October
14. Starling at 9:00 a.m. In front
of the Student Union Building will
be a door to door canvass of the
2nd DlstrlC1 area In Boise. All
Interested persons are Invited to
attend. For more Information call .
Jeff Burdick at 385-3223.

Career Comer
Are you the type of student who
plans ahead? Are you considering
the possibility of going on to
graduate school? Are you searchIng for answers to any of the
follOWing questions?
Should I go to graduate school?
To which schools should I apply?
How do I acquire financial assistance? How do I evaluate my
chances for successful. completion
of a graduate degree?
Which
schools are the leaders In my
discipline?
How can I evaluate
and compare graduate programs
at dllferent universities?
I
acquire financial assistance from
sources other than the university
to which I apply? When should I
apply?
Are entrance exams
required?
Where can I got answers to these
and many other questions concerning graduate schools? Why
. not call or vislt Dr. Ken Hollenbaugh, Dean of the BSU Graduate
School? He will provide you wlth ,
assistance, and acquaint you with
references that will help you to
become well Informed about graduate school opportunities In your
discipline.
Also, he will gladly
present a short seminar to any
student group or club of depsrtmental majors on the haws, whens
and wheres of the graduate school
experience. call 3647 or drop by
his office at the Library, 408-C for
more Information.

can

Et Cetera
Any student organization with a
budget of fess than $100 this year
may be eligible for free pUblicity In
the Arbltor. Contact Pat Thomason In the ASBSU Public Relations
Office, 20d floor, SUB.

Your Molenaar's~
Representatives
on Campus
Pat -

Rick'

m~

_Choose From
Our' S'etectiorioj
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much.more
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BROADWAY

ONE OF YOUR "STUDENT BUYING- POWER CARD"
REPRESENTATIVES":'" 2 BLoCKS SOUTH OF BRONCO
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The International Conference on
Ordered Groups, R specialized
field of real-number mathematics,
Is going on at the SUB this week.
The conference, hosted by the
BSU Department of Mathernatlcs, •
features presentations b)' mathematicians from across and oUlslde
the country, InCluding Dr. Paul
Conred of the University ·of Ken-'
sas and Dr. Yurl Gurevich from
Ben
Gurlon UniVersity of the
Negev In Isreal.
Participating
from BSU will be Dr. G. Otis·
Kenny, Or. RIcl1ard Ball and Dr.·
Jo Ellen Smith.

You should begin researching
prospecttve graduate schools durIng your Junior year ,or af the
latest, at the beginning of yollr
sonlor year.
fnformatlon can be obtained from
SSU faculty, the L1bi-ary Reference section, Career and F'lnanclal
Services, or by writing the Instltu.
tlon directly.
'
Find out Which tests are required
and take them as soon as possible
If your stetus Is sonlor. Your test
results and GPA will determine
your chances of admission.
Seniors should submit applications to graduate schools lIS early
as possible during the Fall semester.
Waiting until spring may
severely limit your choices and
may eliminate any possibility of
fellowships.

Student Insurance Refund Forms
are available In the Senate Offices,
2nd floor, SUB, Monday through
Thursday frcm 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Deadline: October 15, 1978.
Contact Marc Caron, Campus
Insurance Representative.

Now'·
Playing

FllNTfiSY
Dancing
With a new hairstyle, designed
exclusively for you, by the Imagemaker.
Come in and find out h0"1' we can help
you be yourself in the best
possible way.
APPOINTMENTS, Day &. Evening,
or a Complimentary
Consultation

Thur-Sat
lunches

9:00-1 PM

Serving
11:30-2:30- Dinner 5-9
I.

Universi(y Arbiter'

,_

rue.- ~~die's Giggle Hour 5~6:30

Imagema!<er
4-The

.
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The School of Vocational Technical Education, Boise State University will hold Its annual Counselor
Dayan October 27, 1978. The
program will start with coffee,
Juice, and rolls at 9:00 a.m. ..ln the
Vocational Building,
The theme will be "Vocational
Education and Industry Equal.
Partnership."
The program will
feature a panel composed of
members of our locat advisory
commilloos. Also guided tours are
scheduled so you will have the
opportunity to visit BSU Vo-Tech
programs and facilities and talk to
mstructors and students. Couneelors will oe hosted et a lunchoon
prepared lly the Food service
Technology students.
Erma Callles, program chairman,
commented, "Our annual, counsolor Day has proven to be a great
benefit to area counselors and our
school In a cooperative effort to
• assist area citizens who BOOk
career training."

Anyone Interested In the Political
Science Legislative
Internship
Program for the upcoming session
of the Idaho legislature which
begins In January of 1979, should
contect Dr. Donoghue In the
Department of Political Science,
1275 Brady Stroot, 385-3391.
Applicants should be at least
sophomores with a good GPA and
have had either Political Science
101 or 102. The deadline date for
application Is November 8, 1978.
A legislative Internship Is part
academic and part practical exper· lence.
Each student In the
program Is assigned to work with a
State Loolslator during the legislative sesslon which normally lasts
about 60 days.
During the
legislative session, a weekly semInar Is held with. legislative guests
being asked questions by the
students. In addition, the student
Is required to perform academic
work such as writing a term paper.

IJlllIIlIIllIIlIlIIlIlDllllltII,SORORITY
CONTINUED
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octoberz.
Donovan asked the
Council to Ignore the "character
attacks" madeagainst the sorority
women who would be living there,
and again pointed out this neighbo[hood was the only one In which
a sorority house could legally be
located.
CouncilWoman Joy
Buersmeyer moved the permit be
approved and the motion was
passed with a 4-0 vote.
Several conditions must be met;
for example, off-street parking
must be provided and landscaping
around the parking area must
. meet· city code. They have one
year to meet these conditions.
Rust said they plan to apply for
the occupancy·permit "as soon as
possible." Their first function will
be an 'open house' for Hallowe'en, In which all the neighbors,
the faculty, and members of other
sororities are Invited. Rust said
"we'll be good nelghborsl"
Rust said much credit must be
given to the University for their
suPPOrt; Christa Sax and Dr.
O3vld Taylor both· testified In the
sorority'S behalt Rust added "I
raaJly want to thank all the
. University people who ware so
supportive of us. we reoelvecl
suppert from all the other Greeks,
and the testimony of Christa sax
and Dr. Taylor woo a vital factor In

our favor."

.Banquet, & Party Facilities

336-9111

Applications .for the Rhedes
Scholershlp will be due October
31,1978. To qualify for the award,
an'ilPplicant must be a cit/zen ef
the United States and unmarried,
be at least eighteen and less than
twenty-four years of age, !1"d have
· academic Blanding sufficient for
graduation before October, 1979.
For more Information, contact Dr.
William
Mech In the. Honol1l
Program offlce,L408-G, 385-1122.

.

The four woman currently living
In .the house are all rnat'IlOOrS of
A1phaOrnlcron PI, and four others
will be moving In as soon as the
permit Is obtained •. The number of
, women who can . live thera .was
reduced from ten to eight upon the .
: disapproval of the proposed sleep.: log porch plan;
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.. .•.•·,~OlAR HEAT: A Dollar View
~
..••.

.' •G~r
off the bottom /lne of the tax form,
br~f
us know, heating
roughly for upto approximately
fuels are no longer cheap and $2,200." She said "we also. have
public utility companies are conIdaho House 8ill468. This is on a
stantly increasing their rates to the
state level and it gives the horne
consumer. In fact, many Senior owner, during the first year, a
Citizens are now faced with a 40% deduction ofthe actual cost,
decision. They can either "eat or
including installation, of a system
heat," but in some instances ~hey that costs up to $8,000, and 20%
can't do both. But this is not _ ott the remaining balance the next
limited to just Senior Citizens
three years." Thompson also said
alone.
Many low-income and
that "we have so far not received
.rucote-Incorne families are disany federal grants in this part of
covering that they also are inthe country for homes using solar
valved in this dilemma.
The
answer then seems to be solar
energy.
Cecelia Thompson, office manager for Solar Systems of Idaho,
Inc., based in Boise, said that she
"called Senator rvlcClure's office
and was informed that an energy
bill is out of committee In Congress and will now go to the House
of Representatives, and from there
. to the President. The senator's
office Is anticlpatlngthat there will
be no problemwhen It gets to the
House of RepreSentatives and of
course the president will no doubt
sign it becausehe Is very Interested in that bill." "
Though shehasn't seen a Copyof
the legislation, it' Is understood
that "it will be a tax write-off (not
a deduction), a percentage, right

heating, but In the mid-west there
have been some federal grants."
According to Thompson, "what
you save on your heat bills will
depend on what percentage of
participation you seek from your
system," In essence then, if you
want a system that will provide
you with a 70.% savings then solar
heating is the answer. Or if you
really want to economize and
would like to realize an 85%
savings, this too is possible. On
smoggy-foggy days an Ideal back-

CONTINUED
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The use of the pavlllon will be
examined In a meeting next week,
reported Executive Vice-president
Dr. Richard Bullington. "I am
amazed at the various interests
and activities this structure can
house," he said, mentioning student recreation,' classroom space, .
meeting. and office space, a day
care center, and a sports medicine
laboratory. . "So . far It looks
nothing like a sports 'palace," he
commented.
Several members of the board
"discussed postponing the action on
the Increase until the November
meeting, after the statewide vote
on the 1% initiative.
But any
delay In implementing the $40
Increasewill result in more expensive bonds, pointed out Dr. Asa
Ruyle, BSU financial vice-president. Municipal bonds cost less
Interest when bought In spring
than in summer, he said, and this
could affect the university'S ability
to Wy them off within 25 years.
Keiser pointed out that the
university could not "fairly" raise
student's fees. with oilly two o
months' notice. - However, he
confirmed Seppi's supposition thate
if the 1 percent passes, the use of
the increase can be reconsidered.
seppi later said, "In any case,
Boise State needsa new basketball
pavilion. If the 1 percent passes,
we'd better take a look at the bare
necessitles- find abuilding that
will cost less than $14 million."
Board
Janet Hay noted
that "this Is the only university In
the state where there Is no •place
for the entire. student body to
gather under one roof."
She
further noted the effects of the 1
percent wili not ba fully. realized
until the legislature adjourns in
March. "We INOn'twant to wait
that long to get this decided," she
said.
Keiser remarked that "bleeding
always stops.' The campus has
been bleeding asa result of this
need for several-yeats."
HaY,Alford,
Hymas. and Dr.
John Swartley voted for: the Increase. Seppi, Dr. J.P. Munson
and Clint Hoopes voted against It.

member

"

up system Is an inexpensive
furnace. ·Or If your home is
equipped with a heatalator fireplace then it Is possible to realize
the remainirog 20% or 25% from a
".crackling,
warm, cozy fireplace."
In terms of dollars and cents, just
how much does It cost to bring
solar heating into the home?
Thompson said that "as far as the
cost of this kind of system, alii can
do is give you a rule-of-thumb
figure. It makes no difference if
your home is a new structure or an
existing structure. What is tobe
considered is just how energy
efficient it is. By that I mean there

~ ~.--'-",'.~-,.--

. ..,.-_.,....
• ....,..~~~~

has to be adequate insulation !n
the walls and in the attic. So, with
all things considered, it would
roughly be $5.00 per square foot of
actual heating area. So if your
home has 1,000 square feet of
heating space, the cost would bel
$5,000. But this can easily vary
$1,000, depending on how energy
efficient your home is and whsther
you have a lot of north windows,
north patio doors, or whether your
insulation is above standard, or
.what we thought was standard a
few years ago."
If all of this interests you, your
first step is to see a dealer for solar
CONTINUED
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Fabulous! That's the
word for a sale like this.
. Now you can celebrate at
MAURICES biggest
OCTOBER
GOLDEN VALUE
EVENT
ever.

JUST LOOK AT OUR
EXCLUSIVE PRESENTATION·
OF-VALUE FINDS FOR FAL.l!·

WEEK THREE:
(in a series of Maurices Special
Purchase buys, that mean
Fashion Savings for you!)

WOOL

WINTER

COATS

...Your most important Fashion investment. Warm, fully lined dress
length coats in a wide color and style
selection. Wraps. scarf coats, single
and double breasted styles. Sizes 515 in tweeds, fleeces and more.
Regularly$88.00 10 $100.00

791390
Genuine Leather Coats
RegUlarly $170.00 ..........•

$99

WEEK THREE
STOREWIDE SAVINGS:
.
.
..
.
V-Neck, Cowl and Turtleneck Sweaters
RegUlarly $12.00 .•••.••.••••
' • • . • • • . • . • . • •• •
,

'.

Dressy Poiyester Shirts
RegUlarly $18.00 . • • •• . .. . • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • •
Fashion Pants, Polyester Gabardine'
.
Regularly $17.00 •••...•..•••••••••
, •••. ••.
Plaid Flannel Shlrtdress
RegUlarly $28.00 and $30.00 '. • .• • • • • • • • •• • •
Canvas Trovel Totes'
Regularly $16.00 .••••....•....•..
, •••. . •.

8 99
•

14 • 99
13 99
•

22 •.90
10 •.99

.'
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criminals should go unpunished.
philosophers of the American revResponsible citizenry do punish
olution were not seeking majority
criminals no matter what the
rule? Surely If all of England
domain of the crime.
Free
could have voted on whether
enterprise simply leaves spending
America was to remain an English
to the Individual.
The old world
colony, we'd all be singing 'God
was dying from the well-:roeanlng
SavetheQueen'lnsteadof'HaII
to
committees that were out to take
the Chief.'
care of the majority interest:
The American Idea was·to local ..
Americans said, "we'll take care
lze the declsion-maklrig unit for
of our own Interests, where and
what ought to be otwlous reasons.
when they come up."
The or!glnalldea was that g0vern. The trouble-with the passing of
ment would ke,ep Its nose out of
time In a country Is that beaurocrathe people's business unless It was
tlc blight tends to set in. Too
absolutely necessary. The constitution made states the saVerlegn , many people find out that there is
gainful employment in watching
powers In ttJe United States and
out for the majority.
Over the
the central government was given
years, government by committee
Jurisdiction only when thA states
starts to replace individual liberty.
permitted It. Why do you think we
When an economy is left to Itseif, .
are cailed the United States? But
self-perpetuating wealth Is free to
the constitution didn't exalt the
circulate. When Investment must
state either as so many of Eurbe applied where it will at least
ope's nationalist countries did.
break even, the people with the
The Declaration of Independence
wealth tend to put It where people
and the Constitution
are conwant It. Don't think I am against
cerned foremost and fundamentalthe finer "things in life, though. I
ly with Individual liberty and
just think that people will pay for
freedom. Read them some time.
the finer things In life if they really
Through 200 years of history, the
want them.
immediacy of the need for those
I am from Idaho but I spent
prlnclples has lost its vitality. It's
several years In New York. One of
appropriate in the light of the
the best things about the city Is the
bi-oentennial to examine the Ideas
Metropolitan Museum. You can
that the country was built on. I am
go to the Met any day of the week
not proud of those 200 years: how
and see one of the most Incredible
can I take the creditor the blame
collections of art in the world .. If
for all the stuff that went on before
you can't pay admission then you:
I was ever born? I've got enough
won't have to. Those who can pay,
problems right now. The point Is
do.
The really amazing thing
that the American revolution is
.about the Met, though, is the fact
unique in It9 Intellectual enlightthat It brings more revenue Inlo
enment. It is really the first large
New Yorl<. than all the sports
scale testing of the idea that a
events cornbtned,
In a city that
nation's people will act in the best
nearly went belly up, that's Iminterests of that country.
The
pressive.
country was founded on self-trust.
I;!ut when committees and repre-·
While the countries of Europe
sentatives start .deciding what Its'
were in cycles of glorious dreams
constituency wants, there Is trou- .
of national achievement or the
ble, both finanCIallY and philosoresultant falls, Americans just
phically.
The old. people in
wanted-to be free.
.
'
America are just getting back
So how Qoes ~I this tie in with the
rights thnt were. taken away by
..pavlllon? It does ln a. more
duly elected officials. Women are
. l!Tlmedlate way Ulan most people'
beginning
to realize that the
are admitting.
. The economic
majority might not be the best
system that springs forth In an
atmospherj3 of Individual liberty Is ; judge of their needs and rights.
Blacks are stili recovering from
called free enterprise.
It
Is
majority rule. The mistake that all
based on the Idea that the people
these minorities are making i:;that
as a whole will do what Is best for
they are turning to t~e very
them. Don't tal<e that to say that

r iu~!lm,~~~
by Patrick Cox

..,.

Four people In Moscow decided
last Thursday that students· thSt
want a degree from BSU will have
to pay for the pavilion. My first
reaction to the move was to forget
the whole thing but Justin case
anybody out there Is listening, I'm
going to try to explain the reason
that many of us opposed the'
pavilion. It's true that I am only
going to. be here one more
semester and $40 won't hurt me
too bad but the Issues go beyond
the pavilion.
The issue. Is the form of government that we want. Melodramatic
as It sounds, It's true. What we
have experienced Is a form of
government by committee. It has
been 200 years since the revolution and like the man whose eyes
fail so slowly that he doesn't
realize he is. losing his .sight, the
people of this country have lost
sight of the ingredients in the
American recipe that have brought
us SI!CC6SS and prosperity.
I am
not flag waver; the far right has
no more in common with me than
the far left, but I am far enough

a

removed from colonial America to
appreciate the experiment that the
American revolutionaries undertook ..
. The revolution was not fought for
majority rule as the general c0nsensus seems to be today. The
colonists escaped majority rule by
coming to the new world .. Europe
was scarred by the will of the
majority. In retrospect, It seems,
that whenever 6 out of ten people
-in Europe could agree about the
best religion or racial background
or language or anything, they
immediately undertook the ellmlnatlon of the other 4. America was
settled by people that were not
looking for rnalorlty rule, they
were looking for freedom.
But you don't have to go back to
the 18th century- for evidence of
the tyranny of major1ty IaIle.
Hitler rode a majority opinion that
Jews were the source of all
Germany's problems Into power.
The Turkish massacre of Armenians was in line with majority
sentiment.
Countless wars and
rellgous persecutions were majorIty movements. What does ittake
to convince you that the pragmatic

roo

Anyway You look

At It, Angels

It's Saturday nigh! and you're oulto
partin this 3 piece aulfit by Angels
·the disco look that's now sweeping
gabardin~ looks great and the fills

Flight

1M

Is A Winner!

do your thing. Look the
Flight-the
originators of
the country, The polyester
truly IncamparOble.
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DoJangles
801 W.ldaho
Open 9-9 Mon-Fri

9-6. Sat
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Institution that took their 1"lghts to
give them back. That's not the
answer. The answer is to take the
·power away from. the majority.
It .. Is time to .retumto
the
revolutionary
Ideas that caused
the oountry to prosper. It Is time
to stop .letting committees decide
the fate of a country. The battle
over the pavilion was lost; there Is
no sense going sfter Perez for the
sake of a dead horse, .though I
h(lpe he learned· something from
the whole thing. The answer Isn't
·the 1 % initiative,
though the
sentiment behind the self-abtisive
act Is symptomatic of the general
loss of self-determination
thai.
Americans are experiencing.
.
The revolution Is and muSt be
continued. The solutions are not
political or economic. The revolution Is internal and the goal Is
freedom. Freedom for all, not the
majority.
1111..,1111111111111111111111111111111
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The Sociology Association's request of $230 received the same
treatment and passed unanimousIyas well.·
.
ASB president Rob Perez was
authorized to sign a proposed
Interim contract with the University Arbiter.
Because the senate
last week approved a constitution
for the operation of a Oommunlty '
News service group on the BSU
campus, some type of formal
operating agreement became nee.
essary to fill the Interim period
prior to the formation of the
controlling board that Is specified
In the News service coristitution.
There was no opposition to the
terms of the agreement and a
unanimous vote authorized Perez
to sign the agreement as the
represen'tatives of the ASB.
Business senator J.D. Finley of
tl)e senate, Ways and Means
· committee reported that his group'
had composed a letter to be sent to
all BSU organizations.
The letter
was later introduced· under the
heading of new business in the
form of a resolution. The letter's
contents described the plight of
the ASB In themmetary
realm,
andasked'that clubs and organizations that had received money
from theASB
prioritize. their
budgets In case additional budget
cuts have to be made In the future.
The letter was an effort to Involve
clubs In the monetary adjustment
system that has been necessary
because of a very_ tight ASB
budget, said Finley.
In that same vein, Perez, during
theeourse of his report, suggested
that the senate take a look at the
funcltlonallty of theASB Student
Services department with an eye
toward Jts elimination.
Perez
stated that some programs operated by Student Services could be
selectively retained, but that funds
were needed to bolster the already
sagging ASB budget.
Perez nominated Margaret Ward
for the office of Senator of the
School of .Education.
Ward's
name was presented following an
executive session that sought to
clear upa misunderstanding concerning the official recommendation of the Personnel selection
committee.
The nomination was
approved ·by voice vote.
Tina
Gustaveson was also appointed to
eerve on the. Election. Board. and
the Athletic Boai"d of Control while
Kary Countryman and. Chris Unray were placed on the Honors
Committee.
AAU'tlI!
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Antibiotics: DrugsMakingMutants
(PNS) - *An epidemic disease
formerly responsive to drug treatment suddenly becomes resistant
and kills 130,000people In Guat~
mala.
*In the United States, similar
epidemics break out In hospital
wards scattered across the country, producing up to 300,000 cases
of resistant disease In one year.
Thirty to 50 percent of the victims
die.
A passage from a biological
warlare novel? No, such Incidents
have actually occurred in recent
years, and will continue with
greater frequency and higher
death tolls, according to Dr. E.S.
Anderson, past president of the
Enteric Reference labortatory In
London.
Dr. Anderson recently warned a
meeting of the World health
Organization In Milan, ItaJy, that
the spread of drug-resistant bacteria, which causesthe epidemics,
Is "probably past the point of no
return."
VVhat causes these new drugresistant germs to thrive and,
multiply? The chief culprit, said
Anderson, Is the uncontrolled and
unnecessary prescription of antibiotics by the medical profession.
It has long been known that
prolonqed exposure of a bacteria
to the, same antibiotic would
produce an altered strain of bacteria resistant to the antibiotic.
But over the past 20 years scientists have learned that theantlblotics change the genetic structure
of the bacteria In such a way as to
hasten the process of drug reelstance, and to allow the drug
resistance factor to spread from
cine type- of bacteria to another
through, contact.
The impilcatlons of this dlscov-'
ary" first made In Japan in 1959,
are ominous: Harmless bacteria
which have' become .reslstant to
numerous antibiotics In the human
Intestine can, In sewage, transfer
the multiple resistance to diseaseproducing bacteria which will
eventually find their way back Into
a human being. That disease Is
then resistant to numerous antibiotic treatments .

'.

The problem is particularly acute those at risk and kill 20 to 30 that 60 percent of hospital patients California Medical School In San
who receive antibiotics don't need Francisco, an expert on the use of
percent 01 those Infect~."
In Third World countries due to
,them.
About 60 percent of the antibiotics, "There are very few
Anderson termed this unintenpoor sanitation, and In even the
people who complain to doctors of prooedures were antibiotic probest hospital wards of the ad- tional production of drug-resistant
vanced countries, due to sewage bacteria a form of "genetic engln- a common cold, he said, are given phylaxis really seems Indicated.
"HolNeVer," he added, "you stili
antibiotics, even though the com~Ing," since It Is brought about
effluent carryIng drug-resistant
mon'cold Is caused by a viral agent see antibiotics used all the time ...
by the Widespread use of antibiobacteria. A stUdy In the authoritatics which cause bacterial muta- that does not respond to antibio- The impression I have Is that
tive Journal of Medical Microbiolantibiotic use is-on the increase."
tions. 'The hazards, he warned In a tics.
ogy reported three years ago that,
Barriere's susplclons were supA 1977 study by Wayne Ray and
recent article, "have been maniIn the hospitals surveyed, up to :rT
fest now for at least 20 years, and his colleguesat Vanderbilt Univer- POrted by a Harvard Medical
percent of the bacteria In the
School study of Infection and
sewageeffluent woo resistant to at are so firmly entrenched that I fear sity School of Medicine examined
the records of 59,000 children In antibiotic usage at Boston ,City
least one form of antibiotic. And they are here to stay.
Hospital between 1964and 1973.
"Yet calls to limit these hazards the TennesseeMedicaid program.
nearly 43 percent of the resistant
11 found that while the use of
That
study
found
that
over
a
have
been
energetically
opposed
bacteria carried the so-caJled "R
by those who supply the materials two-year period, antibiotics were antibiotics did Increaseduring that
factor," meaning It carried multiperiod, the IncidenCeof infection
the most common drugs prefor their generation," he said.
ple drug resistance.
did not decrease.
scribed,
accounting
for
134,126
.,Attempts
to
Introduce
some
form
• The Inevitable consequence of
According to a recently released
such conditions has already 00- of ccintrol of anltlblotlc usage prescriptions, or 39 percent of all federal study, thete are currently
prescriptions.
Less
than
half
of
(have)
been
and
are
fought
.curred, -In 1968 an epidemic of
1.8 miillon hospltal-acqulred Infecdrug-resistant dysentery started In tooth and neill by the pharmaceuti- the more than 7,000 prescriptions
for tetracycline, a broad-spectrum tions a year, most caused by
-Guatemalaand over the next three cal Industry ... "
The problem of uncontrolled and antibiotic, could be Justified by a Inadequate handling of medical
years spread to Mexico and CenesCalating
antibiotic usage has so proper diagnosis of bacterial Infeo- equipment SUChas cstheters;
tral America. The death rate was
Dr. Milton Silverman, research
250 per'100,000 people compared far received little attention from tlon, said tho study.
pharmacologist at the- University
Another
report
In
1976'surveyed
government
health
agencies.
But
to just 40 deaths per 100,000 for
that may change soon. Mike 20 acute care hospitals In the of California School,of PharmaCY
normal, non-resistant dysentery.
ald Medicine, said the problem of
At least 130,000 persons were Rldblogh, a spokesman for the United states and found that 30 attlblotlc overuse .- and the
percent
of
all
In-patients
received
medical
division
of
the
congreskilled by this particular bacteria,
sional Office of Technological As- antibiotics. A large portion of _resulting production of drug-reslswhich later studies showed was
sessment, told PNS that "OTA is these doses were prescribed for lant bacterla - is much worse in
resistant to all antibiotics normally
"prophylactic" purposes, or to Latin America because of the'
considering
a comprehensive
used in treatment of dysentery.
"glaring differences in the Waysin
A similar epidemic of typhoid study of prescribing patterns In prevent infection from occurring
which the same multinational
broke out In Mexico between 1971 American medicine. Part of this during and after surgery, said the
pharmaceutical companies destudy.
and 1972 and broduced 100,000 study;" he added, "will deal with
Yet,according to Dr. Steven scribe essentially the same drug
illnesses. One In five victims died. prescription of antibiotics and the
products to physicians in the
Barriere, professor of clinical
And even In developedcountries, problem of possible antibiotic
pharmacology
at
the
University
of
over-use,
including
the
production
CONTINUED
PAGE 8
said Anderson, "widespread and
lethal outbreaks (of infection) are of antibiotic resistant diseases."
In fact, there is already a large
taking place, particularly. in children's 'hospitals and' pediatric , body of evidence on the scope of
units .. '." These infections, he the problem. Six years ago, Dr.
said, are far more serious and Henry Simrrions, director of the
communicable than previous out- Bureau' of Drugs of the Federal
breaks, and "Infect 50 percent of Drug Administration, estimated
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United States and to their medical
colleagues In latin America."
Restrictions on. sales promotion
of drugs which are obsei'ved In the
United
States are "curtailed,
glossed over or totally ornltted" by
pharmaceutical companies operatIng In Central and South America,
he claimed.
Also, he said, the
drug overuse problem is further
aggravated In latin America by
the fEK:t that many antibiotics,
such as chloramphenicol, are often
available over-the-counter,
without a doctor's prescription.
Chloramphenicol,
he said, has
become "a dally self·medlcatlon
for all Ills and aches, "In
many
latin American countries.
Not
surprisingly, some of these same
-countries have experienced epidemics of typhoid which have been
resistant to the nonnal drug of
choice, which Is chloramphenicol.
The ITl3Jor drug companies respond to Silverman's
criticism
with the argument that drugs are
over-restricted
In the United
States, and that their practices In
other countries are well within the
law.
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In the United States, the relatively few hospitals which have Intmd~
prograrris to sharply restrict
use of antibiotics have run Into
hurdles.
Physicians tend to. oppose such programs
on .the
grounds that they encroach on
"the traditional
freedom of a
qualified physician to exercise his
best judgement In therapeutic
decisions Involving his patients,"
aooording to Drs. Reynold Spector
and AllenH. Heller of the Harvard
Medical School.
But Dr. Anderson believes the
problem of Inadvertent genetic
engineering through overuse of
antibiotics Is a far graver danger
than the potential hazards of the
genetic manipulation experiments
in research labs.
These latter
forms of Intentional genetic engineering have produced intense
controversy, government Invest I
gatlons arid demands for a halt to
all such work, even though great
medical benefits may result.
"There seems to me," said Dr.
Anderson, •'to be a lack of a sense
of proportion somewhere."

Our Certified
Diamontologists* say ...

"Only a

j
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Tony The Greaser

heating equipment, or an architect.
They will do a heat-tess
(CPS) - latin Americans are not
Maxian revolutionary
Eml!iano
Calculation and then make the
baing given a fair representation
. ,Zapata was played by Marlon
necessary recommendations.
in Hollywood movies, aooording to
Brande, and Che Guevara was
Thompson also said that •'though
a Rutgers University professor.
portrayed by Omar Sharif.
our solar heating. system has not
\MIlle the Image of blackS in .
There have been periods In
been through an entire winter (It
movies has been upgraded; D".
film-making,
though, when the
was installed last February), we Allen L. Well claims LaUn Amerlatin American Image has Imare, so far,well pteased, We did
Icans are stili prot rayed as greedy
proved, Well relates. The 1933
our figuring before we had our last
bandits, bungling fools and hotmusical "Flying
Down to Rio"
two or three rate Increases and at
blooded hussies. Well, who teamgave latins some dignity, though
that time It would have paid out In es Latin American Studies, says
Woll adds that the reason may be
11 years. But now it wiU be paid
HoIIY\vood films have . showed
less than noble. The film was
out in a far shorter period of time.
LaUn Americans to be villainous,
made by a studio controlled by the
And these calculations were made
ridiculous, or Violently passionate
Rockefeller ·famlly, who COincibefore we found out about our tax
since early silent movies like
dentally held large investment in
benefits. "
"Tony the Greaser."
South American industries at the
(Writer's note: In ~II fairness; I
Well has eummarlzed his views
time the film was made.
attempted to. contact other. comin "The tatln Image In American'
Well believes World War II also.
panies in Boise for information
Film," a publication of the latin
helped the. latin
portrayal. 'In
about solar heating, but for some . American center at UCLA. The- order to hinder Nazi propaganda
reason only Solar Systems of
worst
of it, he says, is that
in South Arnerlca..' Well says
. Idaho, Inc. had a phone that was in
Latins are usually not picked to
Washington pressured Hollywood
operation the day Icalled. Though
pOrtray their own race in leading
to treat the Latins with respect In
they did stress that their system Is
roles in films. The classic example
film portrayals .. The lrnprovement
a •'complete
system,"
they
is actor Ricardo Cortez, whO was
was short-llved, Well points out,
seemed quite unbiased and merely
born .Jacob Kranz In Hungary. .. as filmmakers slid back Into their
stated tacts.) .
old ways at war's end. "
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INSTANT CREDIT
SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS

(aU Jetvtltr$
DOWNTOWN BOISE -WESTGATE

MALL

VISTA VR.LAGE- KARCHER MALL

Boise State University Will be staging a variety talent show Thursday, November2nd In
celebration Of, Homecoming, Week. Quality acts are. urged to. sign up'. Grand prize Isa
$2.00.00 Men s or Women 5 SIEKO watch plus a keg party thrown In your honor.
Approximately $600.00 In gift certificates and prizes Will be awarded for 2nd through 6th
places. Applications are located at the SUB Information Booth. Deadline for entry Is
October 13th at 3:00 P.M. This contest Is open to all current BSU Students and Faculty

Members.

'Certificalion is only by·the Diamond Council of Amertca

!J-TheUniversit:rAr~irer'
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Pesticides
(. NS) - In the first state-wide
review of pesticide use ever conducted in the United States, an
offlcla.! task force In california has
concluded that the state's own
management system falls to protect human health and the environment adequately.
Showing rare bureaucratic forthrightness, the California Department of Food and Agriculture,
which Is credited with the most
stringent pesticide control program In the country, blamed itself
for fhe failure. It also found that
over use of pesticides - california
uses more than any other state had adversely affected agriculture.
The $1.5 million report was the
. result of18 months research by a
team assembled by, the department. Other states are expected
to look to the Report on Environmental Assessment of Pesticide
Regulation Programs l:IS a model ..
California applies about 300 million pounds of some 30,000 formulations containing
1,400 active
Ingredients to crops, woodlands
and roadsides yearly. In addition,
federal authorities use pesticides
on federal lands, but the report did
not cover federal programs.
A major conclusion of the team,
which was aided by about 100
advisors from academic institutions, industry and agdculture,
was that teo little information Is
available on almost all aspects of
pesticide use, especially on their
adverse side effects.

Are OverUsed,
Among Its other findings:

Harmful

they are Introduced, more stringent monitoring In many areas,
and great~ efforts to advance
alternative methods of pest management.

"Serious human Injury has 0ccurred because pesticides have
been registered for use In the state
without prior scrutiny of potential
Many pesticide-related problems
adverse effects. The most recent
could be lessened, the report
instance of this was the inadverstated, by use of already lfrOVE:n
tent sterilization of some employmethods of control that rely less on
ees at a manufaeturll')g plant
chemical sprays.
during production of DBep, a
widely used soil fumigant.
Field
.A kElYobstacle to the use of other
workers have been injured with
methods Is the fact that 95 percent
parathion, which was found, after
of the state's licensed pest control
use, to be found more persistent
advisors are also pesticide salesthan originally indicated.
meri or have some other economic
"Injuries to workers are badiy
interest In pesticide use. Such
underestimated, even .though the
conflict of . interest should be
state's reporting system is the
outlawed, the team stated.
best in the nation. This is true
especially with field workers who
Some progress In cutting down
cannot read or speak English, are . pesticide use was found, especialcotton.
The toughest
largely unaware of the hazards of 'Iyin
challenge was seen in fruit and
pesticides and are reluctant to
seek medical help in mild casos of
vegetable crops, which are expecpoisoning.
Under the current
ted to be cosmetically perfect at
system, only poisonings treated by
the market.
physicians are reported to the
Intense pesticide use, the report
state health department and the
found, not only creates health and
environmental problems but also
Industrial Safety Division of the
Among the
Department of Industrial
Rela- .harrns aqrlculture,
, pests that caused at least $1
tions.
. "Despite a law requiring that the
million worth of damage In the
United States In 1970, 24 became
agriCUlture department develop,
more troublesome because pestiencourage and require the use of
cides killed their natural enemies.
safer pest control technologies,
Of these, 21 were also resistant to
the department has failed to do so:
one or more commonly used'!
At least' 90 percent of all pest
pesticides.
management is tl-lrough chemical
Another area of loss is In honeypesticides.
. ;
bees which pollinate $500 millionThe report recommended much
worth of crops In the state each
more testing of products before

-
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Boise State Unlvorslly spring break dates

nave been changed to March 26 through
April 1 to coincide with vacatlcns Df other
Boise area SChools,

DarWin Impersonator
The Internationally famous lrnpersonator of
Charles Darwin, Dr. Richard M~Eakin, will
appear at BSU OCtober 11, at 8 p.m., Room
106, In the SCience Bldg,

Campus Cop in SUB
A Bolsa City Police office Is now open on
campus during day and evening hours In
thl' SUB to the left of the front entrance,
For police asslst!l"ce, call 385-1435.

Clep Exams ,Revised, S~t
Revised general exams of the CollegeLovel
Examination Program (CLEP) will be given
twice monthly at the BSU Counseling and
Testing Conter beginning OCtober.
The oxame consist of english composition,
mathematics, humanities, soclalsclonces,
history and natural sciences, Results are
ovaluated for knOWledge of. these subjecta .
acquired outside the classroom for college
credit and placemont purposes •.
Further Information can be obtained from
Darlone PUne at the Counseling and
Testing Conter, LIbrary, Room 247. 3851601, or by writing to CLEP, Box 1903,
Radio City Station, Naw York, NY 10019.

Foster Care Course Begins
Legal aspects of Fosler Care, a slx-wesk
course, will begin OCtober 12, from 7:30 to
10 p.m. at the Staff Development center
(Old Aimoryl, 601 Resorve, Boise.

'Tuf' Tour Planned
The Office of Student Activities has JoinS!!
with Harmon Travel, Boise, to sponsor a
trip to the "Treasures of Tutankhamun"
exhibit In Seattle November 11-13.

'20's Satire Opens Theatre
"The Boy Friend," a muslceJ satire of tho
1920's, will open the BSU 1978-79 theatre
season OCtober 11-14 at 8:15 p.m. In.the
Spec Center. Rsaervatlons can be made by
calling 385-1462or 385-3568 between 3 and
6 p.m.

b
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NIKON SALE

The Camera Company has the
area's most complete stock of
Nikon cameras and accessories.

NIKONFM

$255

GNIKON'SMOST
00
POPULAR CArllERA
.
• COMPACT
Black or
• LIGHTWEIGHT
Chrome Body

Speakers Bureau.

,

'37ftts
,

NIKON'S NEWEST
CAMERA
.
7
o FULLY AUTOMATIC Bleck or
G COMPACT
Chrome Body
(&

The esu Speakerll' Bureau booklet 'that Is
sent to SChoolsand civic Drganlzat:on~ 1'/111
go to press about October 25, Facully who
wiSh to be Included In the booklet should
stop by the Office of lnformatlon Sevlces
before Wednesday, October 18.

Openings Posted ,

aQ

year. About 11 percent are now
ducts are applied aerially each
killed by pesticides. Nationwide, . year as pest control agents. AIr
honeybee losses are $80 million'
monitoring Is done by the state's
annually, according to the Call·
Air Resources Board, the Food
fornla Agriculture Department.
and Agriculture Department and
The greatest Increase In pesticide
the federal Environmental Protecuse has not been In Insecticides,
tion Agency.
But, there is no
however, but In herbicides, which
coordination and little informaare Increasingly 'applied to kill
tion.
weeds. The herbicides cost less
Altogether, the assessment team
than hired labor.
found little It liked about the way'
. Numerous instances of crop loss
pesticides are regulated in the
have been reported through the
state.
drift of herbicides off target areas.
The assessment team study was
The report also .calls for a
ordered in 1976 after Attorney
coordinated monitoring system to
General Evelle Younger ruled that
replace the "haphazard and lnconState law requires an environmensistent" way nine federal and 14
tal Impact report prior to granting
state agencies now work in gatherof pesticide use permits. However,
ing information and in regulating
Younger decided the state could
aspects of pesticide use.
do one comprehensive report rathIt points to other areas where too
er than a separate one for each
many agencies are doing too little,
application to satisfy the requlreoften In conflict with one another.
ment.
There is scant data on the effect of
After a period of public comment,
pesticides on air pollution, the
Which ends December 4, the'
team found, though millions of
report will be revised for delivery
pounds of petroleurn-~
proto the Governor Feb 1, 1979.

[I E~
- .Spring Bteck

.'.

NIKONF2AS

NIKON'SIII

Higher education faculty and administrative positions In other universities are
posted In the career resource room,
Administration '124.
.

Announcements
Future. unlverolly announcements will be
publiShed In tho column each weak.
Persons who want to submit Items should
submit them to tho Office of Information
services, Ad. 123, be~oreJhe Thursday of
each week.

Research Appointments
Applications are now being accepted by tho
University of California Lawrence LIvermore Laboratory for summer research
appointments. Programs will Include laser
fusion, national resource develcprnentand
magnetic fusIon energy. Information about
the program can be obtained from Career
and Financial services, Ad. 117.

'Op~n Veterans Day
Bolso Stale facUlty and staff will be hard at
work on Veterans Day, Nov. 10,. oven
though' that day Is a federal and stato
holiday. Workers will be compensated with
leave tlmo during Thanksgiving
and
Christmas break periodS.

Trumpeter Here
The BSU Concort Band will feature senior
trumpet soloist Tim Dulaney In a concert
Sunday. Oct. 15 et 8:15 p.m, In the Music
AUditorium.

CHROME BODY ~69'05

Hlkon'am WIlli U.W.
Hlkon35mm
f2.5Mria

$389"

NIKON LENSES and ACCESSORIES'
50mm/1.4 50mm/1.& -'
50mm/2 24mm/2.& 2&mm/2.& 35mm PC 50mm Micro 105mm/4MICRO

135mm/2.& 200mm/4&G-200mmFM, FE MOTOR-

189.95
\120.90

95.00
269.95
299.95
379.95
239.95
429.95
299.95
299.95
639.95
'1".95

BINOCULARS
8x-105.00
7x -94.50
6X--89.95

ELNIKKORS
50/4-.54.95
50/2,8 - 80.95
80/5.6-135.00

.----

ALL NEW NIKON 3Smm CAMERAS AND LENSES
CARRY OUR EXCLUSIVES YEAR WARRANTY

Business Conference'
A small buslnOS$ conference on overseas
marketing. opportunities will be held at
BSU OCt.20 In the Sonate Chambers of the
SUB. More Information Can be obtaJned at
the Center· for Research, Grants' and
Contracts.
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I appreciate very much the Invitation of the "Arblter"
to
Association has made a generous commitment of $4 million
discuss In more detail the decision of the State Board of
to the project and shortly before the Board voted a
Education to approve a student fee Increase effective next
spokesnlan for the BSU Alumni Association announced that
semester. This Is particularly Important because, In my
alums would try to raise another $500,000 to be used In the
opinion, the 4-3 vote seems to Indicate more disagreement
project.
.
.'
.
that the actual discussion revealed.
2) VIIhat was the attitude of students toward this proposal?
One thing was agreed upon by all Board members: a
This was much more difficult to .determlne. As Cheryl
multi-purpose
facility Is needed on the Boise State
Hymas po!nted out, the Board has several times delayed Its
University campus. The need will not go away and probably
decision to give students more time to Study the proposal
wlilbecome greater as BSU grows as an urban Institution
and to provide a forum for student response. This happened
and tries to serve a wide variety of academic, cultural, and
last spring and again this fall. .
-.
'
athletic Interests. Naturally, there was much discussion of
The student response to the Board's request Jor comment
the value of this kind of facility to the community, but the
was disappointing Only 13 letters .of comment were
Board considered this an Institutional Issue and acted on
received, and only eight persons-five for the proposal and
that basis. The possibility of constructing some sort of
three agalnst-appeared at the public hearing -. Rob Perez,
varied-use facility has been discussed on and off for several
ASBSU president, told the Board the decision to schedule a
years now, and,as one Board member said, It's too bad we . public hearing at '10 am ona weekday meant that many
weren't able to provide this facility a long time ago.
students who might have wished to submit oral testimony
But we dldn't!'and Inevitably the time for a final decision were unable to do so. In that case, an alternative would have
even though some of us would have perferred to postpone
been to submit written comment, which the Bvard
the vote. On the other, hand, there never Is a "right" time
considered prior to the vote.
. to act on a student fee Increase because this Board feels a
. In other words, the student response was disappointingly
strong commitment to keeping· student costs as low as
low. In this case, the Board, the BSU administration, and
possible. ln this case, the timing aspect was additionally
the ASBSU administration made every possible effort to find
complicated because the specter of the 1% property tax
out how students felt about this and I Interpreted the lack of
limit Initiative loomed over the discussion. (In my own case,
response as either apathy or acquiescence.
for Instance, I belieVed the need for the multi-purpose
pavilion had been more than Justified. I would have
preferred to delay a vote until after the 1979 legIslative
session, simply to see whether studentfee Increases might
"I interpreted the lack 'of response
be needed just to maintain current services.)
as either apathy or acquiescence."
I think It is Important to review the lengthy discussion
prior to the Board's final vote because It reflects the various
concerns felt by Board Members.
1) Should BSU students be asked to help pay for this
facility? There were strong arguments both for and against
3) In the absence of philosophical differences, would It be
this decision. On the one hand, .some Board members
better to postpone the final decision? There were many
believed strongly that this facility Is designed for the use
reasons for a postponement, some of us felt. Uncertainty
and enjoyment of students. On the other, the same
over future. funding, indecision about student opinion, a
argument - the dedication of this bUilding for student
wish for more Information - all of these factora contributed
classes and activities - can be used.aqalnst student funding
to a desire to delay a final decision. Boar~ president Leno
because perhaps state funds should be sought to cover
Seppi strongly felt the Board's credibility
would be
construction costs.' Philosophy aside, we are all painfully
damaged If, In the face of a possible reduction In funding
aware that the source of state constructlon funding, the
caused by approval of the property tax Initiative, It agreed to
Permanent Building Fund, is woefully Inadequate to moot
raise student fees for a construction project. I felt the Board
state building needs. 'Equcatlon alone could use all of the
would be In a more knOWledgeable position In four or five
Permanent Building Fund and more each year, and.
months to determine What role student fees would play In
education Is In competition with ali other state agencies.
future support of the Institution.'
.'
'
This did not seem to be a realistic alternative,
On the other hand, there were strong arguments favoring
Thus I Interpret the final vote to be a decision that students
a final decision inOctober. It appears the bond market will
- those who will primarily benefit from this project - should
00 best next year and second-semester Imposition of the fee
be considered as a revenue source. The Bronco Athletic
would mean a more advantageous purchase, That very

In the Broadway· show,
musicianship Is muted to the point
of Irrelevance-Hank Jones playing,
plano In the b1rJ<ground, well but
not at all in the style of Fats. And
that leaves nothing for the Fats
impersonator
to do but walk
around with a padded belly saying
"Mall-Malee!"
and rolling his
eyes. Fats played for cheap laughs
at times, but from that plano stool
where his hands wa:-e remlncllng
INSULTING FATS
you, always, what an artist he was.
His minstrel-show antics, In that
by Garry Vlt1lis
setting, forced you to look behind
My children are Fats Waller
the mask.
fans. ,My daughter, does her gymThe show declares its slant when
nastlcs floor routine to a Fats solo.
It performs a majority of songs
My son, for his 17th-birthday
that were not even composed by
present
requested. a ticket to -Fats
himself. Its phoniness was
"Ain't 'MISbehavln',". advertised
summed up when one of the
as a Broadway tribute to Waller. I
women performers said Fats went
was glad to aocompany my sonto Tin Pan Alley to sell his
reviewers had been ecstatic about
commercial tunes, but played
this revue. It won the last Tony
something quite different back In
Award to best musical. I seemed a
Harle~we
shift to a Harlem
sure thing. But It was terrible.
table, where the "real"
artist
Fats Waller was a complex
burps out "Your Feats Too Big"
mixture of self-mockery and musi-(by
Ada Benson), a cheap variety
cianshlp, of clowning at criticism.
tune that was commercial and
Over the stride-bass of his mentor,
nothing else. Any show that can do
James P. Johnson, he could keep
that does not understand the first
two musical lines going In his right
thing about Fats Waller's music.
hand; and contrapuntal vocal nighs
The cheap effects of the show are
and cries made some Fats solos.
the most popular ones-so much
four-part Inventions. There have
that a maudlin and. III-arranged
been better composers or performattempt at pathos prompted titters
ers, but no better composer-perthroughout
the theater . Real
former In all of pianistic jazz. He
laughter, .or anger, would have
crowded . achievement
into rus
made sense when the blue-lit Fats
brief life (Fats died at 39, like
Impersonator
whined, Falsetto,
Gershwin).
.
"I'm white Inside," but this fake

IO-The

a

Viee-Presfdent Clint Hoopes .
Idaho State Board of Education

advantage, coupled with the BAA contr!butlon and a
reduction In the estimated cost of the paVilion, meant the
student fee Increase would be less than anticipated. To walt
might mean higher student fee. Again - good reasons on
both sides of the argument.

"I would have preferred to delay a
vote .until after the 1979 legislative
session, simply to see . whether
student fee increases .might. be
needed just to maintain current
services. '

It Is so Important to realize that all Board members had
spent hours conslderlnq this decision as the day drew closer
and all acted according to strongly held opinions. There was
a genuine Wish to do the right ihlng and to fully discuss all
aspects of this proposal prior to making a decision. Vllhen
the vote was taken, there were no hard feelings on either
side. Each of us had had the chance to take our best shot at
theproposal
and explain our fears and Concerns to the
others on the Board. The majority voted In favor of the fee
Increase - and despite my misgivings, I can only agree that
the multi-purpose pavilion is something which Boise stato
University needs now and In the future;
One thing which did not come up In the conversation was
the level of student fees imposed at BSU or the other
Institutions. Idaho is a low-cost state to students; this is
because, I believe,
all recognize the value of a
postsecondary education both to the student and to the state
as a whole. Fortunately, we have had legislature after
legislature which has In effect endorsed this philosophy by
provldll:lg state support for postsecondary education
programs.
.
As the competition for statetunds grows, however, there
is every possibility that students will be asked to bear more
of the burden of education. I want to emphasize that this is a
"possibility"
- it has not even been considered by the
Board. At al times the Board has tried to solicit student
comment on use of fees and more and more It scrutinizes
each request for an Increase to See whether It Is justifled.·1
sometimes wonder, however, how long this reluctance to
impose a fee can be maintained If It should come to a choice
between offering quality programs and a wide varle.1y of
services, or eliminating
some of those services and
programs becauoo of lack of funds. This is an lssuo for the
future, but many of us already have begun to at least think .
about. the relationship between the student and state
support for education.

we

In the end, I believe the multi-purpose pavilion will add
much to Boise State University. A rapidly growing and
changing Instutionwlth an urban orientation, BSU, without
question, needs a place where classes can be held, large
meetings and entertainment schedull3d, and facilities will be
adequate to meet present and future needs. Whatever my
private concerns over timing, I am satisfied that the decision
to' proceed with' the project was a good one.

Fats was malting
serious claim,
as the uncomfortable audience
. finally came to realize. The real
Fats never had to crawl that way.
Dated sexism was also played for
laughs of the non-satirical sort, as
when two women bumped and
ground through their proclamation
that a woman's job is to give men
anything they want, anytime they
want, and say no word at all.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Sen. Joy McLean
What puzzled me all through the
SChool of Arts & SCfences
short yet overlong medley of
tunes, arranged and sung on the
Fellow Students:
ASBSU departments adhere more
Andrews Sisters level, was: What
closely to their budgets In the
made the New York critics so
This year's senate has been
future. Senators are also considuncritically sappy about this show?
working on many projects Includering increasing the. general fund
The only conclusIon , could reach
ing money raising, the pavilion,
by ~dir.g
the budget and. by
Is saddening: LIberals must think
and the 1% Initiative.
conducting money. raising activiIt illiberal to criticize anything
ties.
.
last year several departments In
paraded as a form of bl8ck art.
.the ASBSU overspent their budAnother ad hoc committee,
People who would storm out of
gets, and because of this deficit
formed originally
to study the
sexist inanities like the "Give 'em
spending, our budget this year
merits of the pavilion, will now be
anything they want" song clapped
was very tight. Many. ASBSU used to help set up the new
and shouted because this was
departments need more money to
pavilion's board of g.overnors and
supposed to show the "Irreverfully carry out all of their projects.
work out any problems that may
ence" of Fats Waller. Instead, the
For example, the programs board
arise.
critics showed their Ignorance by . this year presents only about a
Now that the pavilion is behind
not recognizing the Imposture. In
third as. many films as it did last
us, the senate's next big project
order to defer to blacks, they
year.
will be an informational campaign
promoted the show that was
Also, as a result of deficit
on the one percent Initiative.
condescending to Fats, to jazz, to
spending, our .. general fund is
The 1 % could have a
blacks, to women and to the . extremely low. This means that It
tremendous, detrimental effect on
audience. That Is "black humor,"
will be difficult to grant requests
higher education. We feel that the
all right; but In a very non-Harlem
of many worthwhile student organstudents should. be Informed on
vein of Terry Southern.
izations and projects (such as the
this possible negative effect.
Meanwhile, a real tribute to
Chlld·Care Centernhat
ask the
Finally', I encourage all of you to
Wallers'
music remains to bEf
senate for money.
attend our senate meetings Wedwritten, though It may be unwrltThe senate Is trying to correct
nesdaysat . 4:00 in the senate
able. What, after all, can beat the
the financial problem. An ad hoc
chambers and to talk ·to your
1929 recording of his own "Smash- . committee stUdying fiscal policy
about anything that coning Thirds"?
has.proposed legislation to make cernsjou,
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ASBSU

Speaks .Out

senators

Editor, The Arbiter:
Editor, The Arbiter:
Open letter to Mr. Christopher
Hawley, illustrious Political Science major: Old sayings among
, political scientists are not necessarily truisms, as rational persons
know. If we all had your pratonlc
philosophy of the human mind,
Mr. Hawley, then William Buckley
and Ronald Reagan would be In
the White House. Your opinion Is
now most vocaJ too, Mr. Hawley,
so Is It an attestation to the amount
of substance you have In your
mind?

Editor, The Arb/ter:

Who's bright Idea was it to put
the Foreign Films and Pop FlIms
on a week day class night and were
they trying to lower attendance?

Ten days ago, while visiting the
U of I campus in Moscow, I heard
.of the refusal by BSU's HomecomIng Committee for the performance of the U of I marching band
I would like to see them moved
Nov. 4. Dr. Keiser's decision to
back to the weekends so that they
InVite the marching band to perare available to all students.
form prior to the game was most
welcome to all of us Idahoans,
Mary Dancisak
whether taxpayers, or U of I
graduates.
U of 'I has the only Idaho
marching band and the performance would add color and enjoyment to homecoming festivities.
Perhaps my proposal to recall all
Friendly rivalry on the football
six Arts and Sciences senators did
Editor, The Arbiter:
he said, "The judgement of the
field
between sister universities Is
border on the edge of "mass
, ethics of means and ends It)
Editor, The Arbiter;
great but discourtesy and III wlh Is , "And the saints go marching in
hysteria," and for that' will offer
dependent 'upon the political posiIntolerable.
most humble apologies for frightagain." The present march seems tion of those sitting In judgement.
After reading of the State Board
The homecoming committee
ening you. However, your Inane decision to allow, the funding of a
to be rather downward than up. . the means and ends phllosooverlooked one Important fact: All
statement that recall Is an admisward we seem to hear the well
phers always wind up on their
pavilion at BSU I was shocked to
three
universities
are
supported
sion of failure Is not on the border
orchestrated cleats on the jack- ends without any means."
say the least. Reading further, I
by the same taxpayers and
but Is In the realm of absurdity.
boots concealed under those white
Thus the recall drive has taught
learned'of some of the logic given
governed, by the same Board of
An admission of fallure, In this
robes. We are as ever Intrigued
at the meeting In Moscow. Board
some politicians to get out of their
Education.
Furthermore,
students
particular Issue; would have been
by the alacrity with which some comfortable chairs and come
member A.L. Alford made the
and graduates of all of our Idaho editors, administrators, and politito sit Idly, sp€culatingon
the
incredulous statement that, andl
downstairs to petition the people
universities are often found within
rationality (?) of students. Then,
cal scientists hasten to succor they purport to represent themquote, ". . . the only viable
'
one
family,
many
times
over.
while we are setting our "escalat"hype politics" whenever a mere selves. This Is only the first of
solution to the problem Is to 'soak'
Why was the U of I refused with
ed emotions aside," trying to
constituency has the temerity to many challenges to elected politithe students"!! Our new, and In
the statement that another com- challenge the right of bureaucrats cians when they choose to support
.arrlve at an objective and dlspesmy opinion, Incompetent presimitment had already been made, to pillage the rights of their puollc,
slonate view of the situation, the dent, Dr. Keiser, stated that,
.expenslve and wasteful projects
when
In fact Nampa wasn't asked
student government
"fr:elght
The marshalling of editorial forthat serve only self agrandlzeperhaps the paVilion Issue could
until two weeks later?
, train" will have railroaded the $40
ces againSt the Pavilion/Perez
ment.' Some Issues we will win
be "re-evaluated"
if "If the
Also,
is
It
generally
known
that
a
fee Increase through the State
recall petitioners was by no means . and some we will lose, but In the
bottom drops out with the passage
fee will have to be paid for the a phenomena restricted to the ,
Board of Education (as of this
of the one percent Initiative."
I
process burgeoning politicians w!1I
services of, the Nampa Band campus, but rather a measure of
writing, the State Board has , would ask Dr. Keiser, how in the
be forced out In the public to find
whereas,
theservloes
of
the
U
of
I
passed the fee Increase by a vote
the dread In which all bureaucra- support from the electorate they
hell do you stop mlmethlng as big
marching band will be performed
of 4-3). Therefore, any eqUitable
cies hold popular Initiatives. Even blithely assert they represent. No
as the pavilion after the foundation
without cost to BSU? Perhaps the the Idaho'Statesman felt It prudent
opinion representing the true, best
longerwlllpolltlc:lans be elected to
Is laid. I suspect that Keiser Js
homecoming committee's finances to forestall any spread of popular a free ride In a screened limosine
interests of the students would be
making false promises to solidify
nil.
.
need to be audited and explained.
Initiative by calling it the "anti:
his'position. My experience Is that
subject to onlynomtnal review at
This "boo-boo" bythehomecomthesis
of democrcK:y." The 2,000 re-election.
Whenever
something
like
this
Is
. Perhaps you should re-evaluate
Ing
cOmmittee
is
a
good
example
some people Involved were cheerstarted, it's come hell or high
Under the circumstances, we who
your opinion of a representative
of poor-public relations. BSU Is a
have launched this recall must :
government" Mr. HaWley. 'The . water. Serious questions arise out, , state-supported lnstltutlon with an . fUllyeastigated in a related article
of this entire, ugly Issue concern.as "reactionary' emotionalists"
thank those who take umbrage at
foundations of a representative
excellent faculty and administraing Dr. Keiser'scredlbility. When
and rlsen.to new helgnts,yet.
It our means;' we would be con-:
government are the people and not
tion, .and a fine student body of
he first accepted the job as'
would seem that many of our cerned, tiowever If our detractors
the government, as you seem .to
which i was proud to be a member. rational politiCal observers were
president
of
BSU,
he
made
a
had been our admirers. At the
imply: . "Qne would hope universand a graduate. Let's hope that
more than a little threatened by moment In, history when politistatement to the effect that in the
ity society might. be spared anashort-sighted people stay 11'1the our democratic means of arriVing
cians, bureaucrats, and their edichronistic thought that if some-, past, too much emphasis had been
nether-world where they can 00at some measure of effective' torial defenders would-t:aJ1us wise
thing doesn't work, it should be ' placed upon athletics and not
cupythernselves with' 'small pota- representation.
,enough on academics at BSU.
and unemotional - then we would
- destroyeq from the foundations
toes."
Now with his pavilion stand, he
Indeed be guilty of treason.
The successful organizer of the
up. "
The recall petitions are
has'
a'
180
degree
turn.
Klnda
Eastman-Kodak
proxy
fight
succoming from the foundation of the
Yours Truly,
makes YOLl wonder, doesn't it?
cinctly classified sUch"':lne~"
,
Travis Opdyke
ASBSU, attempting to eliminate
tional and rational" means and
Students for Accquntability
those upper people who are felt to
Our 'studen~ body government
Frances M. Brown
ends arguments in politics when
in Government.
.be unrepresentative of the foundacannot be overlooked when talking
tion.
of the circus In Moscow and why It
came about. Although I believe
Chet Hav'.1<er the recall movement ooalnst Perez
•
Is unjustified, the one pending
against the omnipotent Joy Me- '
Lean Is wholly justified. I attended the first forum and also the
Editor, The Arbiter:
recorded hearing and neither time
did I recognize' the presence of
We the people of M.E.Ch.A.
Mclean. How the hell can she, as
wish to express our feelings
a representltive of the students
concerning the comic character In
Introduce a resolution favoring the
the Arbiter Wednesday, Septempavilion when she doesn't have
ber '0,1978 under the headline
the faintest Idea of how the
"Mavlmento Estudlantll Chicano
students feel?
Maybe she 'just
daAztlan. "
doesn't give a damn how the
the cartoon picture represented
students feel. Let them eat cake,
a negative stereotype which did
if you will.
If anyone ever
not appeal to the chicano student
deserved removal from office, Joy
bOdy. We feel that there was no
Mclean does. If the gentlemen
malicious Intent, however,. the
leading the recall movement
, picture portrayed a lack of awareRgalnst McLean finds his study
ness and sensitivity on the part of
load too much of a burden to
the Arbiter. In an effort to expanci
continue, I as a student In the
awareness and better understanding of our culture, It Is necessary Schoolof Arts and Sciences will be
pleesed to carry on the effort. As
ADVERTISING
'....
a destroy the Images that have
*Ar1lcles and lellers·tO.lhlHldllor
The UniversitY
for
Rob Perez, I have come to
mUllt be submillod
10 1b:I
BRAD MARTIN
been placed upon us over the past
UnIwwcllY Artll .. offloo Drlor to
know and respect him, and can say
years.
5:00
p.m.
0lICh
FrIday
for
PRODUCTION
that he has done a commendable
posalble
publication
In Ihe
In addition the narne of our
S.
FRANKLIN
STUBBS
fOllowing
woek's
Issl18.•
job considering the mess that Dr.
organization was misspelled on
Barnes and his lackey, Mike
-the head title. The proper title Is
EDITOR
ASSOCIATE
EDITORS
Hoffman, left for him. That and
"Movlmlento Estudlantll Chicano
_ SALLY THOMAS
All submlsslonc mUDt be IypeENTERTAINMENT
de Aztlan" not Actlan., Also oOr the fact that there exists, an
wrlllen, doUble tpoced and beer
alarming
amount
of
student
apalhe OUIhor's name, 8ddr_
and
DANA
FARVER
organizational Initials are M.ECh:
phone numbe<', legibly wrItten.
THE UNIVERSITY ARDITER Is
OFF CAMPUS
A, not MECA as ;what was thy on this campus has ,made his
published weekly throughout
job near Impassible.
the regular
academic
year
CHUCK BUFE
misprinted In the low doWn on the

Letters-ToThe-Editor

..

'"

...

BlflR

'*

front page.
The students of M.E.Ch.A.

(Ed.'s note:
The people, of
M.E.Ch.A. sreright
and the
ARBITER was wrong. We extend
Our sincere apologies.)

Please be assured that our fight
is far from over~,We are prepared
to go to court If necessary to block
the funding of the pavilion. We
will not take the likes of Keiser
and Mclean. and turn the other
cheek.

except during IInals weekll and
holidays by lhe· students of
Boise :itete Univorllily. The
opinions expresasd.
In Tho
Unlverslly 'Arbller are not
nBcessarlly those of the staff or
of the administration of Boise
State
Unlverslly,
THE
UNIVERSITY ARBITER subserlbes
College, Press SerVice, Paeilic News service, a~d
Universal Press Syndicate.

to

Keith Hull

The Universit.yArbiter
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SPORTS
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*Letters-lo-thlHldllor
exooed 200 words.

must

not
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Wayne Thiebaud

Artist or Chef??
by Dallas Overfield
The work of Wayne Thiebaud
(pronounced "Tee-bow"), who Is
a major American painter, will be
featured at the Gallery from now
until November 5th. Mr. Thiebaud
is one of the West Coast's "most
Influential artists and teachers."
His work has been seen In 128
one-man exhibitions throughout
the United States, and has also
appeared In exhibitions In at least
ten foreign countries.
wayne
Thiebaud Is best known tor his
realistic paintings. of pastries,
cakes and other foods, but he has
also done many figures and land. scapes. These are what the artist
considers part of the Americana.
Most of Mr. Thiebaud's paintings being exhibited at the Gallery
are done in oil, yet there is also a
large range of other media represented, . including. one graphite
figure-drawing, two pastels, an
acrylic on canvas (a landscape,
"Coloma Ridge"), three serigraphs (" Half Cakes," "BBQ

Album Reviews
Too Old to Rock

Beefs," and "Toy Counter"), a
gouache (similar to watercolor) of
a sailboat, and one llnocut ("Candy Counter").
There is an
Interesting,
If not delightful,
painting done In mixed media of a
big, bright gumball machine
which is, In fact, titled "Gumball
.by Marianne Flagg
Machine."
Mr. Thiebaud's tendency to paint
The Rolling Stones and the Who
"rows" of things, whether It be
have once again stuCk their necks
toys, pies, houses, or cows, and
out and, being the highly visible
the bright colors he uses adds a
targets they are, will probably get
very different aspect to his art.
shot at. Theirfiercest critics claim
Who else could createa several
. they have long since passed their
course, mouth-watering meal. uspeak, that their music sutters from
Ing only 011 on canvas, as he did in
tired blood, and that they are
"Buffet," a large rendition of a
simply too old to rock.
smorgasbord?
"Some Girls" and "Who Are
You" should temporarily crumble
If you know how to appreciate
the notion that these rockers are
good art, if you would like a few
ready for the geriatric ward. Mick
moments of pure enjoyment, and
Jagger and Keith Richards' colif you have not yet been down to
laboration result in several excelsee these paintings, I suggest that
lent songs, among them, "Beast
you rnake, an effort to visit the
of Burden," "Shattered,"
and
Boise Gallery of Art soon. Wayne
"Before They Make Me Run." In
Thiebaud Is your kind of artist.
"Beast of Burden," Jagger seems
to plead with critics and women
alike when he sings, "Ain't
I
Damage caused
by brushing
rough enough I Ain't 1 tough Ewet hair.
nough/ Ain't Irich enoughll'm not
too blind to see." "Miss You"
pays . lip-service to disco, and
proves that Charlie Watts is rock
. and roll's canniest," most Intefllgent drummer.
One cannot meritlon the Who
without mentioning the recent,
untimely death of Keith Moon;

with him, he takes a large part or can before October 23,· when Keith
Richards faces a Canadian trial for
the energy that makes the Who a
great band. His frenetic style has heroin trafficking. .If f3lchards
is given any part of the seven- .
been copied by more than one
years-to-Iife sentence, The Roiling
.contemporary rock drummer.
Stones can pack it in and write up
While "Who Are You" does not
their resumes. It is possible for the
represent his finest work with the
band, it does show why Moon is so Who to survive the loss of Keith
Moon, but Keith Richards· and
revered. Pete Townshend continMick Jagger have been collaborues in his role as the Preeminent
Punk. The finest song he has here ating for so long, that it is difficult
Is the title cut; the other songs are to envision one without the other .
.all very good, but nothing comes
If the Stones and the Who can
close to"who Are You." Townsstill rock, the question becomes
hend's guitar work on the song Is
one of Posture. Are they saying
exquisite, and Roger Daltrey turns
anything
new? Not really. Jaggerl
In hs most confident vocal since
Richards stili complain about ~
"Squeeze Box," three years ago.
men, and Townshend stili writes
With the Stones and the Who
about
existential nothingness. In
apparently. back on top, one won"New Song" on "Who Are You,"
ders how long they can continue.
he admits that, "I write the same
Moon's absence leavesa huge gap
old songs, with a few new lines."
In the Who. Townshend, Daltrey,
Is It enough that they do this? Is
and EntwIstle have all said they
the music Itself and the attitude of
intend to keep going, using differthe men who create it really
ent drummers on various projects,
That's all well and good, but no . enough? Given the generally sorry
state of Top 40 pop/ rock, you bet It
one can duplicate Moon's effusive
is..
style; I would hate to be the one to
try. The Stones, on the other hand,
are basking in all the glory they

.rond
SI m

Re 'd Seed
by Jim Thomason

I

I.

Excessive
damage caused'
by coloring
and blow-drying.

In music circles, Grover Washington Jr. Is a highly-regarded
musician.
His ·flrst MotoWn
release, "Reed Seed," should not
only confirm his musical ability,
but should add a new dimension to
his aura: that of a great producer.
"Reed Seed" was recorded in
Philedelphla, and features·Washington:s touring band, locksmith.
The album also features a Washington trademark: Intricate saxophone passages mixed with highly

by Jim Thomason .
When I first listened to Rare

energized. melodies of what' can
Earth's newest album, "Grand
only be termed. "pure jazz."
.
Slam," I was overcome with a
Washington's use of tone &
desire to shut off my turntable.
technique is unpqraJelled In m0dHowever, rash judgements are not
ern jazZ. He combines all of the
only unfair, but they are often
trademarks of 8 great jazz musitimes misleading.
.
cian.
His concept pf melodic
.playlng, along with his fire and
~'Grand Slam" was no exception.
personal approach to the saxophone creates a sound that Is
distinctively his.
After listening to the album
several times, noccured to me
For jazz lovers, his album Is a
must.
For anyone who enjoys .that there is an underlying value In
good music, "Reed Seed" should
the. album:. the excitement that
be on your ,new music list ..
Rare Earth can generate I
, The use of rhythm and blues
chord progressions, tied with wellplaced Instrumental passages,
combine to form a unique brand of
rock & roll that is Rare Earth's
alone.

ur hair analysis
can save you

pportunlty's

ahead full of

.

problems.
With a Hedken scientific' hair a~alysis you
. can actually prevent problems before they start.
And we have all the equipment to do it. Right here
in our salon.
.
Here's how it works: We'll do a complete
test. Which includes taking photomicrographs of
a few strands of your hair. This will show us (and
you, too) the inside story. The structure of your
hair. Wha! condition it's in. Whether it can stand
colorings and perms. And more.
With these findings we can plan personalized
condltioning treatments, know how to cut and
style your hair so it looks its best. And keeps its
looks. Come in and learn the truth about your hair
today.

..

flocking!

A new opportunity is awaiting you! There is
another ~ea Galley Restaurant opening
soon -- this one located tn.Bolse. We are
looklnq for goq! oriented individuals to fill
positions inthe
LOUNGE.. KITCHEN.. DINING ROOM
as '!Iell as HOSTand at the DESK.
C?" J 75-1581 or J 76-9J09,
Friday. for aninterview,'

@REDI<EN®
DEE DEE'S HAIR.6 FACE' PLACE
Franldin Shopping. Center 345-4482
Mon Thru Sat.
. Evening Appts. Availa.ble
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The album, however, has one
blaring weakness: the vocaJs of
Peter Hoorlebeke. They are (and
in my opinion, always have been)
the problem In album sales for the
group. .
.
This Is not to say that Hoorelbeke
is not an adequate vocalist; the
problem is that he doesn't know
the limitations of his own. voice.
The first song on side one ':My
Eyea Only" is an example of his
vocaJ limitations. Here, Hoorelbake pushes his voice far out of his
range, and the whole point of the
song lsrnlssed.
. "Grand Slam'! does have strong
points. The two best songs on the .
album are remakes of R & B
classics. "I Wish it Would RaIn"
should receive AM airplay, and"l
Heard It. Through the GrapevIne"
a fast-pace rock &rolier .:
The album should be accepted for
what It Is: a good solid effort by
the last of the "Detroit Bands,"
Rare Earth.
_

jIEntertainment.----SV-RE.~O-O\H\-E. -------,
FIRST ... '(cu A~yS

WRITERS!
.

.

COME FIRSr ... ThAT~
WH'( t lIlEojER C.ONlE

AT flII.L.

Here to llelp .you

The BSU english

Department

has opened a drop-in center. to
help students Whowant to improve
their writing. Called. the Writing
Workshop, It combines the.former
faculty-run· facility with the services of the department'S student
tutors.
The Workshop gives help In
specific writing. problems, such as
spelling, punctuation, sentence
structure, and style, but also will

work on a long-term basis with
students. Who need more· basic
help with composing and organiZing skills. All help Is free of
charge, though some students
. may be asked to buy certain
materials at the bookstore.
The Writing 'Workshop is open
. fNery day, starting at 8:00Mondays and Wednesdays, 9:00 Tuesdays and Fridays, and 12:30
Thursdays.
Cartoon from Running AMuck, copyright 1978. by John
Caldwell, published by Writer's Digest Books (128 pp. $3.95)

Overseas Opportunities
Conference at BSU

A small business conference on
9:30 a.rn., Uoyd Porter, DepartBanks' Role in Export."
overseas mart,etlng Opportunities
ment of Commerce, "Making the
1:3Op.m., Anthony P. O'Connor,
will be held at Boise State UniverDecision to Export."
. Gem International Trading Co.,
sity October 20 in the Senate . 10:00 a.m., Robert McCaleb,
"What an Export Management
Chambers of theSludent Union
Hewlett-Packard,
'''One ComCompany Can do For You."
Building.
pany's Success Story In InternaBSU President John Keiser will
According to coordinator, Dr.
tional Trade."
preside at a 12:15 luncheon where
Earl Fry, assistant professor of
10:45 a.m., Robert Henry, transthe speaker will be Michael E.
Political Science at BSU, the
portation consultant, "Shipping . Deegan, director of the Office of
purpose of the conference is to
Your Product Internationally." .
International Trade, U.S. Small
acquaint small Northwest business
11:15 a.m., Panel discussion: Vic
Business Administration.' He will
with export opportunities, techGoertzen, SBA, Small Business discuss "Opportunities for Small
niques and strategies for peneAdministration,
"Financial and
Business Growth Through Intertrating foreign markets.
Management Assistance. for .Exnational Trade."
. Speakers at the conference will
porting;" Robert
Philip, Jr.,
For conference registration' send
inclUde:
..
Arthur Andersen & Co., "Ac..' a check for $40 payable to Center'
9:05a.m., George Nakata, Port c!
counting and Tax Procedures:"
for Research, Grants, and ConPortland, "Global Trade OppOr- Charles Forrestal, Idaho First
tracts, .Bolse State University,
tunities. "
National Bank, "Commercial
Boise, 1083725.

w.
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Vanishing
Architecture
on Display

6:00
c:J To
==m·8:OO

1!Je;:)

.:5:
--I

2

FOR

rnl

LOOKING FOR A BETTER FIT?

Patrons are invited to view a
display of vanished and vanishing
Boise architecture at Boise Public
Library during the month of
October.
The display, prepared by the
Idaho Historical Society for the
Idaho Citizens Coalition sympo:.
sium,"Frontier Values in an Age
of Olange," features color photographs by Society Director Arthur
A. Hart.
.

\

.. \
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SHANE AUTO

REDUILD&

REFBMISHING

SOFT INSIDE.

(FoRns", ServJce' CifV

Auto complex),

Specializing· in
o Corvette,
e lnsuronce,
oantiqlie
restoration

8th St Marketplace
405 South 8th Street
'Suite 8-111

342-0890

202W38th

345-o56i
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Writers Wanted For Cold Drill

FteeBlllegl'll1

October 11

If you write poems, essays, plays,
or short stories and would like to
see-them published In the national
award,.wlnnlng BSU literary magazine, The Cold Drlll, you have until
December 1 to submit work for the
onWednesday, October' 11th, at
"Ragged but Right" Includes
forthcoming Issue.
8:00 p.m., the Boise Gallery of Art
[»nna Bond, bass; Mike Bond,
Typed or handwritten manuwill present "Ragged but Right,"
banjo; Doug Jenkins, fiddle; and
scripts should have author's name
Steve Brown, guitar and mandothe well-known Boiile Blue Grass
and address on them and should
lin .
.group, The group has played for
be turned In to the Department of
the wednesday Night Program for
The free hour-long wednesday
English, L1beraJ Arts Building,
the last several years and have
Night Program Is made possible
228 on campus.
performed for three years at the
through funds from the' Boise
. Authors whose work Is selected
annual Arts and Crafts Festival in
Gallery of Art and the Idaho
for publication will be notified by
the Julia Davis Park.
Commission on the Arts.
mall by December 15th. Material
not selected for publication will
not be returned unless the author
has attached a. stamped, selfaddressed return envelope with
. their manuscript.
Noted author and human relapsychological blocks to emotional
Publication In the Department of
tions ther8plst Dr. Albert Ellis will
adjustment and methods to overEnglish rnatJazlne entities Cold
be at Boise State University Frl~ come them.
.
Drlll authors to a free copy of the
day, Nov. 10 to teach a one-day . The course will run from 9 am to
magazine prior to Its public sale In
course on emotional adjustment.
6 pm In the BSU Student Union
March - and commensurate -gloPersons Interested In the course
Ballroom. It is open to professionries. '
must register with the BSU Qlunals in health science and human
Besides numerous
regional
sellng Center, phone 385-1601 by
services as well as persons Inter- honors and awards, The Cold Drlll
Friday, Oct 6.
ested In self-Improvement.
has been named as one of the
Ellis has authored best seiling
Fees are $40 for professionals
nation's top 10 literary magazines,
books "A Guide to Rational livand $20 for others.
For an
In 1974, 1976, and In 1977, by the
Ing" and "sex and the Liberated
additional $10, the course can be
Coordinating
Council of Literary
Man."
taken for one BSU credit In
Magazines in New York City. in
At BSU he will talk about
psycholoqy.
1976 and 1977 Cold Drill received
2nd place national honors from the
CCLM, tying with, respectively,
Sarah Lawrence College In 1976,
Eleventh Annual
and University of California, Santa
Faculty Exhibition
Barbara, in 1977. The same years
BSU's magazine was selected by
James Blankenship
the Columbia University$chool of
P,lnling .nd. Drawing
Journalism as their "Gold MedalLouis Peck
Betty Culley
ist". publlcatlon, the' highest
John Takeham
Wator Color, 011
WIning
award In their annual magazine
Ceramics
competition.
.
John Killmaster
Paul Proctor
TannoWat.la
1.1IustraUng,
P.lnUng
PholOllnophy
Copies of the 1978 issue are. on
PllnUng end Drawlnn
sale exclusively at the Boise State
DenlsOChI
Jarnes'Bussell
PllnUng
University Bookstore,

I KNOW

I KNOW

G$lLLERY

~ UN PrivateParties

i

'

Club can be

MON Private
leased for dance parties etc .
Parties
..
TUE Private Parties Group
Ask For
Rates!
WED College Night All Drinks Half
Price, All Night With College I.D
THUR ladies Night ladies in free, 112 price

FRI

Tille
~'~IP()T
LITlE
BOISE'I
PROGRESSiVe
OISCOTEOUE
Dancir.g & Spirits.

drinks with I.D. Men 1/2 price admission
with college I.D. open 7:00pm till 4:00am
After Hours-'
After Hours -The Spot lite

SilT

-

DRE:~~
CODE:

ThiSIs a DressDisco Dance Club- we do allow dress tevls, not
Thongs or T Shirts without concrs, prefering Semi Formal Attire

3860 Chlnd.n
-342-8658.
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Reprinted with permlaslon from the cold drill, 1974-75. tho cold drill Is published
annually by the Department of English, Bolsa State University.

Crowder To Speak On
Indian/White ConfliCt

Musical Drama

Jim Thorpe,
All America.n

Dr. David Crowder, Ricks
Qlllege, will speak on IndianWhite Qlnfliet In Southern Idaho:
Causes and Effects October 26 at .
10:40 am in the Senate Chambers
of the Boise State University . Two performances
of "J Im
Student Union Building. The pubThorpe, All American,' will be
lie is invited free of charge to the
produced at, the Boise State Unispeech, which Is part of the
versity Special Events Center Octacltlvtles of the Eighth Annual .ober 25 by the New York City
Indian American Institute sponPerforming Arts Repertory Thesored by the BSU Department of atre. The musical drama about the
History and Dama Soghop Club.
famous Indian athlete Is brought
to. Boise as part of the Eighth
Annual Inolan American Inst.ltute
sponsored by the BSU Department
of History and Dama Soghop Club.
An afternoon performance at 1:30
p.m, will be reserved for high
school students with tickets seiling
for $.50. The evening production
at 7:30 is open to the general
public for $2 per ticket. For
reservations, order from the Boise
State University History Department, 1910 University Drive,
Art Objects which have bOOn Boise, 1083725. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
consigned to B.S.U.·Admlsslons
"Jim Thorpe, All-American"
Office from the Desert Arts Qlunwas commissioned by the Alliance
ell, Idaho State QlrrectlonaJ Institution, are now on display In Room for Arts Edt.lcatlon of the John F.
101 of the Administration Build,.
Kennedy Center for the PerformIng. Some of the objects are for
ing Arts, and opened at the Center
In 19'n' at a gala performance
sale. They will be orfdlspJay until
November 21, 1978. Stop by and
attended by members of Qlngress
I take a look at them.
and their families.
Thorpe, a. Sac (8auk) and Fox
Indi.an, was a footbaii, baseball,
and track star and winner of
gold medals In the 1912 Olympics.
Once called the greatest athlete In
the world, his lite was filled with
the drama of a sudden rise to fame
and a tragic fall, America's athletic hero, he was divested of his
medals and honors tor the Youihful
mistake of playing. SOOlI-profes-

Art Sale!

I

two

sionaJ baseball •
The story of Thorpel~ an Indian

. DINNER MENU

ail ,dbmel'8 serv~. With baked·
p~and
homemade SODp . .

ChlckeE
Salmon

HaDbut

Top Sirloin 12 oz.

New York c.it, 12 oz. 8.9S
Bam Steak

f.'

~.

}'

$3.50
5.95
5.95, .
7.95
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3.95 ..

story. His love of the outdoors,
physical strength, love of running .
and aggressIve pride are depleted
as seen through the flieS of Blad<
Hawk, the famous· 19th' century
war chief of the
who calls the
.great chiefs of .the Indian natIon
together·to witness Thorpe's life
on earth.
saul levitt, author of the dr:ama;
has woven elements of the Indian
heritage Into th~ story of Thorpe-'s
life,creatlngan
exciting theatre
pl8CEfwlth the use of Indian ritual,
sports events, music, dance, and
drama.'

sac,
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PLAYING

tons of
.'. icy terror! .
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MOST MAJESTIC WORK TO DATE"
-Penelope G,'''att New rorke, M,galme

A JACK ROWNS-(f-IARlES

:

H JOFFE PRODlJCTlON

I "INTERIORS I

~

KRISTIN GRIFf<1111
MAHYBETII HURT
RlCIIAHD JOHDAN
DIANE KEATON
E,G.MARSHALL
GEHALDINE PAGE .
MAlJRF.•F..NSTAPLETON
. SAM WATERSTON .

Dally at
7:45 & 9:30

Matinees
Silt - Sun
From 2:30

Director of Photogra~

II.

GORlX)N W1WS

Executive Producer ROBERTGREENHUT
Prodoced ~ CHARlES H JOFFE

I

Written and Directed ~

Ipcl

\IIIOO[J'(

AllEN

~~~:

6)ANEWwORLDPICTURE

I

I
" ..:1:.:..

UmledArtlS!S.

I~was the Deltas ~gainst
the rules •••the rules lost!

Wed. Oct. II 800PM
in the SUB BaUroom .
\/\frth a cartoon short

Crime Crmtrol

. N.U'lGmu.

1,&111••••

is@ .

AMI~L

A comedy from Unlvlmol Pk:rvres

THEM!'JTY SWMONs 'IVAN l\EITIMN Pf\OoucnoN
"NAllONAl.lMIPOON·S ANIMAl. HOUSE"";"'" JOHN oaUSHI·!1M MATHESON' JOHN VERNON
vrnNA 0l00M ~THOMAS HULCEond DONAlD SUlHEIIlANO m<......
•
'.
Prodv:ed t7t.MI>JTY SLYMONSond IVAN l\EITIMN . MuslcbyElMEI\OffiNsmN
_ Wrl""" by HMOlD I\M\IS. DOUGlAS KENNEY(, DiNS MlUffi . Dlrroed t7t JOHN lANDIS
5oc9 -N<lMN...lO\&" C~ood_m<d
""'T£Ai£J< MHOI'

""''''''''''''''' '0""""'"
1~~~on"""I\«odiI,~J

, ",,~\.~~ ....,....

cee

.""-Dod<(I--....".fJrd~~.

."'.UOOIIYfIlSAlr;rU.ruQIl)

•. 1IIC

at

~~~

__ ... ~.~'

'IRIIlESTIlICTED-01
:_11..... 1«_""".__

:

AUllIl»IUIllUIIVlO

dally
7:45 & 9:45
MATINEES SAT-SUN AT 1:45,
3:45,5:45, 7:45 & 9:45

THE GREA r CIRCLE
AROUND .
MOUNT McKINLEY
Slide lecture by the famous Yosemite
and HImalayan climber, GalenRoweH,We<.1nesday, October .'18,.8:00
.p.m. , Boisean Lounge;
.
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Women Run Hard
Take 5 Of 6 Places In Dual
Beth was over taken by BSU's
Cherry Gardner and .Montana's
Bridgelte Baker, with about a half
mile left in the race. Rupprecht
then came back to reclaim third in
a 16.45 finishing time. Cherry
Gardner, timed in a 16.57, finished in fourth place for BSU, an
improvement over her sixth place
finish two weeks ago at Spokane.

by Beth Rupprecht
The Bronco women's CrossCountry team came within one
position of a perfect score win over
Montana, as the two teams raced
over BSU's own Julia Davis-Ann
Morrison course. The 2.7 mile
course was a fast, level run, on the
bike paths which some of the
_ Montana harriers complained of,
for aggravatlngtheir shin splints,
throughout the race.

MEN

Cross Country
Takes Third

BSU's top-five perfect score
sweep was Interupted by Montana's Bridgette Baker, but Bronco Leslie Bastian held on for a
strong sixth place finish, In a 17.24
time, just two seconds ahead of
Montana's Metta Kohler. Cindy
Jorgenson finished 8th, and with
lorraine Carlson In 9th place after
making a late surge past 10th and
11th place BSU finishers, Lee Ann
Bale and Gail Smith.
Next weekend (Oct. 14) the
women's team travels to Bozeman,
Montana for the. MSU Open
Invitational where the Broncos wlli
meet top competition.

Jody and Judy Smith led the race
from the gun to the finish, running
slde-by-slde the entire race, showing no Intentions of wanting to
beat the other, The twins passed
the first mile mark together In
5.41.0, andtnen went on to finish
in an Identical time of 16.05.7,
Judy was awarded the win over
Jody.
The battle for third was more •
intense as Beth Rupprecht ran
third the first mile of the race.

The BoISEIState University cross
country team finished third In
overall competition Saturday afternoon in a triangular meet at
Boise's Julia Davis Park.
'
Karl Knapp was Boise top
runner with a 25:13clocklng, good
for 5th place. BSU's next best time
was turned In by Stan Link with a
25:31, 9th place finish. Other BSU
runners were Mike Henry, 10th
place with a 25:40 time; Barry
Boettcher, 12th place with a 25:48; ,
Gene Stone, 18th place In 27:25;
Tom Mulheni, 20thplace In 28:03
and Jim Llnderborn, 21st place In

28:32.
The Individual Winner was Dave
Gordon from the University of
Montana, who won the ineet In
24:58.2. Weber State took the next
two spots, with Don Janicki and
Norbert.o Segura finishing 2-3.
BSU cross country coach Ed
Jacoby was generally pleased with
his team's performance.

MUHAMMAD ALI: A Portrait In
Words. and Photogl'3phl. by WIIfrldSheed.
MUhammad
All
claims to be the most famoUDman
In the world.
Heav¥welght
c!lamplon delux until the recent
Spinks fight, and stili very much a
celebrity In the boXing world and
beyond, All Is also a romantic,
with faith III unlimited pooslblllties. eoot-selllng author Sheed
goes beyond the myth' to reveal,
what All the man Is really like, '
with the help of lavish full color
andblN photos of the private and
the public figure. Measures 9'A"
x 11'A','.
'

THE AMERICAN COWBOY, by
arold McCracken. This beautl·
fully produced volume celebrates
an a,ulhentlc American hero; his
origins, ,development,
and
achlevementu. A unique group of
tough and dedicated men, the
American cowboys created and
Inhabited a very special world,
here recorded and paid tribute
with sympathetic elld authoritative text, and with some of the
finest examples of western A·
merlcan art. 138 IlIuutratlons, 21
In full color. Measures 8-314" x

d
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I E RUNNING BOOK, by the
EdItOl'S,o/ Consumer Guide. Ex· "
cellent guide to a new, unique
running f1t,lels program'-for
people ,of all ages.' Built In
adjustments for Individual char- ectertstlcs,
weight. reduction,
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GREAT
TEAMS'
GREAT'
YEARS: LOS ANGELES RAMS,
by S. Blsheff. 138 Photos & lIIus.,
Many In Full Color. Complete,
photo-packed story of the Rams,
the men who fon1'led them and
the. men who maintained their
tradition. Incl. the great games,
~atlstlC9, George Allen, Gabriel
OIIlOO, Lundy, Brown, more.

"The team was running well
,until Scott Blackburn, our top
runner,' pUlled out with a thig1l
Injury," Jacoby said. "Otherwise,
I Was happy with the way Karl
Knapp, SlanLihk and Mike Henry
ran."
The Broncos' next outside
competition Is at the Weber State
Invitational In Ogden, Utah, Oct.
20;

Cedri'c·Mi'nter: Agai'nst Montana
State he averaged six yards a
carry and gained 154 yards-fourteen more than the Bronco
.ottense grand total.

GUYS AND ,GALSI
II

•
Montana Wins 15- 7
a

C

I

TURNOVERS I TURNOVERSl
agresslve Grizzly defense that
plays were non-exlstent to help
TURNOVERSI All season long the
sacked Hogan several times.
alleviate the pressure from a nine
Broncoshave been plaqued with,
The game started with the
man Montana front that contlnturnovers! Saturday night was no
Broncos taking the openlnq kIckoff
ually harassed Hogan on his deep
exception, and It 'has cost Boise and marching 80 yards In 3:45 with
tosses. certainly, the loss of
State any chance of winning the
Minter accounting for most of that
Rennie Buckner and Bob Marl«r
Big Sky Conference title, as the' . yardage, Including the 36 yard
vlch hurt on the IIn~of scrimmage,
University of Montana Grizzlies
toUChdown strike from Hogan.
but play selection seemed to be'
took advantage of enough Bronco
But, lust when the game took on, the more significant problem.
errors to post a 15-7 win.
all Indications of another rout for
Whatever the causes of the
The Bronco detensetumed In
BSU, the Bronco's strayed from its
Banco mistakes, one point Is clear:
another fine performance, and for
successformula. For sorTiereason, If the Bronco offense continues to '
the most part, stifled the GriZZly the ball was in the air, when tum the ball over, It will be a very
offense. The rejuvenated Willie
Minter had been plckln up 6 yards
long night against a powerlul San
BeaITlCln"
along with Larry Polowa carry. SCreen passes and ~raw Jose State club' next Saturday.
ski and Bob Macauley combined
"
with the rest of' the Bronco
secondary to hold Montana to 133
. yards In the air and 130 yards on
the ground. The IInebacklng trio
@l •
.'
accounted for a total of 44 tackles.
The defense Indeed did Its lob; It
<Cover
was the offensive mit .who failed
to do theirs. Hoskin Hogan had a
dismal night night passing, hitting
?n 13 of 35, and throwing two '
interceptions, as _his receivers
ICE SJ<AT1NG & CO.
continually dropped passes. The
13 receptions were good for 215
1771 Wildwood
(208) 377·1020
yards and Bolse State's lone
touchdown to Cedric Minter. lonnie Hughes caught 4 passes for 82
yards and suffered a broken shoulder, which sidelined him for the
season. David Hughes and Chuck
Norris caught three passes apiece.
\
Cedric Minter didn't appear to
run wild against the Montana
defense, but he did pick up 154
yards, while the. Boise State
offense gained only 140 yards on
the ground. TIle minus yardage
from .MInter's total was due to an

DISCO EVERY JFBmAY NIGHT
"83~ to Midnight

$2.50

Dance or Ice Skating
to 1he Latest Disco

OUR DllNNlERS

ARJE WlNMERS
Chow Now
Drive Ifnln

ROCK STAR AND
fRENCH·STYLE

i90! BNlSdwa'l
J31JS. OreJuavd

N VEl-TV
TEE-TOPS

$98

NOW AVAILABLE IN BOISE
BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
- DISCO SYSTEMS
,- INTERCOM SYSTEMS
• OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS
RENTALS Et LEASING AVAILABLE

SHORT ·SLEEVE

$ 49

to '

o

Disco Systems W/lites as low as

$159.95 mo.
211 No. 8th & Ovedand
Pam Shopping Center
Serving the Nortl1l1l51in 5 Slales

**********~****************~******
,.~
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TO 5:30

MON.-IAT.
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!lDFairview
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Ie mireg
Bronco Offense
ents

Mowin' SomS>scn

by Jeff Mott
been quite as critic.:aJ, but they are
San Jose State comes to Bronco
present. Tackles Jeff Taylor and
Stadium saturday night to face an . Bob Cabrera are both questionable
injured and battered Bronco team. . ~d j~nlor cornerback Jeff Turpin
The Spartans, featuring 6'3" 245
Is still out. The defense Is playing·
100 "All
American"
candidate
well and has been providing
Frank "The Mowln Samoan" Mao
Bro~
fans with plenty to cheer
numaleuna, Will .. POSe a major
about. Linebackers Bob Macauley,
obstacle to Boise State's troubled
"Chilly" Willie Beamon, and Laroffense. lonnie Hughes, the leadry Polowoskl have been resemIng pass catcher In the Big Sky Is
bllng a demolition squad as they
out for the season with a shoulder
cOntinue to harass opposing ball
InjUry. Both tackles, Bob Markocarriers.
vitch . and Doug MacLead, are
San Jose's head coach and former
injured, as Is tight end Webb
assistant with Jim Criner at UCLA
Sphar.r.
brings his Spartans to BoiSe on theDefensively.lnjurles
have not
heels of an embrasslng 25-11 loss

..

to HawaiI. Another member of the
PCAA conference, San Jose, has
an experiencied defense and a
capable offense. Their offense Is
led by junior quarterback
Ed
Luther, senior fullback Kevin Cole,
and highly touted junior tailback
JewerlThomas.

The key to saturday'S game lies
in the confrontation
between
Boise's offense and San Jose's
Frank Manumaienna led defense.
If the Broncos are unable to solve
their offensive woes, the Spartans
could make It a long night for
Boise.

·Hosts 2 In
Round Robin
wac.oMES BACK BSU SIlJDENTS

___

The Boise State University
baseball team hosts Treasure Valley Community.College and Southern Idaho College this saturday,
Oct. 14 In a round-robin baseball
tournament beginning at 10:30am
Each team will play the other two
in the round-robin.
.
The Broncos wlli be playing In
Ontario, Oregon the day before
the tournament, Friday, Oct·. 13,
meeting Treasure Valley In a
doubleheader.
. This past weekend, BSU played
151f2 Innings against SIC and
scored 19 runs to SIC's 18. Once
agaIn, pitchers Steve Riggers and
Tony Carll did good job for the
Broncos. Carll pitched four Innings
of scoreless baseball.
According to BSU baseball coach
Ross Vaughn, hitting has been his
club's strong point, and "ten guys
are probably hitting over .300
now,"
according
to Vaughn.
"Generally the pitching has been
sporadic with the exception of
Carll and Riggers. That's my
major concern right now." Vaughn said.
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Bronco Reid Hocky
Pullman
On Schedule
ForWSU Tourney
The second full weekent of field
hockey action will have the BSU
women in Pullman, Washington,
where they will meet teams from
Western Washington
University.
the University of Idaho, and WSU
on Friday and Saturday, Oct, 13
and 14.
The Western Washington team
will be the only unknown factor In
the competition, since BSU has
already fex:ed the Idaho end WashIngton State teams at their seasonopening Invitational Tournament
this past weekend.
The Bronco team wound up their
Oct. 6-7 tournament with an ().3.1
record. BSU lost to the University
of Idaho and to BYU by 1-0 scores,
to WSU 4-0 and played Southern
Oregon to a 1-1 tie.
Although BSU's 0-3-1 record
would seem to indicate otherwise,
the lnexperlenced Broncos showed

The ~U
volleyball
tearn
practices this week are pointed
toward a third weekend of tournament play; this tlma at Seattle
University Oct 13 and 14.
The Broncos belong to the
Pociflo-Seven League and the Seattle tournament schedules matches among all league tearns:
Central and Eastern Washington
Universities, Pacific Lutheran University, Seattle University,
the
iEmB§am_m_~

c SS
Contact the Idah@
Air Mational GUQird
Counselors
\ForMore Information
SERVICE WOMEN/MEN

.PART.TI~.!IE

.COLLEGe
020,000

ALL BRANCHES

WITH NO MILITARY EXPERIENCE
1I1COME

.VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

DOLLAR LIFE INSURANCE

.PILOTINAVIGATOR

Following the Washington State .
Tournarrient, the Bronco women
will meet Northwest Nazarene
College from Nampa on the BSU
hockey field on Tuesday, Oct. 17,
at 4:00 p.m.
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Net Action·
·At Sea~I~.University '.

__

flWOMEIl/MEN

hove.

F

10
~PRIOR

substanclal Improveinent during
each game of their tournament.
An example of which. was Boise
State's final game 1.0 loss against
powerfulBYU, In which the Broncos demonstrated their surprising
development by nearly defeating
the Cougars In a game which
easily could have been reversed In
score.
Coach Jane Von Wassenhove
was pleased with her team's first
weekend of competltlve action,
•'Our veterans' played extremely
well and our freshman showed the
promise we'd been looking forward to." stated Von Wassen-

TRAINING [MIN. 60 CRDITS)

-University of Idaho and the University .of Puget Sound. League
action results through· the season
will determine seeding for the
NCWSA Eastern Area Tournement In November.
"These matches are particularly
important for us. I don't really
know what to expect, though. The
Idaho tearn Is the only league team
we've seen play to date, and we
did defeat them in Moscow,"
Coach Kendra Falen said.
!
Action In the B$U Invitational
I Toumament
this past weekend put
the tearn at a 1-4 season record.
BSU defeated the College of Idaho
Cayotes 15-3, 10-5 and 15-10 on
their opening victory.
Against
ISU, the Broncos lost 16-14, 13-15
and 18-20.
NNe downed the
Bronco women 4-15, 15-2 and
15-9, while the Idilho Vandals took
the match with BSU 15-11, 3-15
and 15-3. BSU's last toumament
match 'against Eastern Oregon
finished In two games with a
15-'0, 15-11 Oregon Victory.
Falen noted the lack of offense
and being emotionally drained,
after friday'S clesstc three-game
losing match against tournament
champion ISU, as significantly
contributing
to her tearn's 1-4
record. "TheISU
game was an
Incredible demonstration of superb yolleybaU,-divlng digs; spiking aces, everything you'd want to
see In a .match, . perhaps the
greatest match ever
the state,"

•
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outstanding offensive
performanCes were Tammy Pear-
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Livinp To/{etherNot All moonlight and Roses
by Helen Cordes
CPS)-In 1968, a Barnard Qlllege
sophomore publlcally stated that
she was living with a man she
wasn't married to. She Probably
wished she hadn't said. that. She
was nearly expelled.
Today an announcement
of
"living together" would scarecely
cause a ripple on any campus.
Unmarried student, couples make
up a large percentage of the
nation's nearly one million cohabl'. tant couples. and few colleges stili
, retain rules forbidding "living In
;; sin".
f. But wher'easyour col/ege may not
J, care If you're married, to some It
;j1 will rnakea lot of difference. You
.~ may not be able to rent or buy a
house as easily as married couples.
Your Joint auto, homeowners' or
renters' Insurance may be higher.
In case of a split-up, state property
rights laws don't cover the
unmarried couple.
On top of that, you might be a
criminal.
Although rarely enforced, laws forbidding cohabtta-.
tlon (sharing a residence and
" having
relations with a
': person of the cipposl.teSex) exist In
i 20 states and could carry a fine as
1; high as $500 and a year In Jail, as In
ij Wisconsin.
'
In
states, all sexual~lvlty,
gay or straight, between consenti ing adults Is legal. In other states
if where cohabitation laws have been
k repealed, sodomy and. adultery

'

that written contracts between
unmarried couples are legal, .but
also that oral agreements and even
agreements "Implied"
from the
conduct of the parties areenforooable, If they can ,be proven.
Contracts should also be written to
delineate the proeess of paying
rent, utilities, property payments,
or any common liability.
-Getting and keeping a Job.
Discrimination may ocpur here If
you are in a Job that may be
terminated at the boss' discretion,
or If the company policy hoo an
"Immorality" clause In the causes
fortermlnatlon. "Immorality" has
no reliable definition and courts are
now compelling employers to prove
that It adversely affects pertermance on the Job. 'But It can stili
keep an applicant from being hired
In the first place, being promoted,
or keeping a Job.

-GettIng Insured.. Some companles writing auto, homeowners' and
renters' Insurance automatically
put unmarried couples Into a
higher risk eategoryand charge
hlghe,. rates; Also, cohabitators
are excluded from family medical
plans, r8gardless of the stability
and longevity of their relationship.
Dividing the loot. Property rights
apply only to the married, so you
must make your own agreements.
VVhen you first move In with your
belOVed, you should write up
, contracts concerning property sett1ements In the event of a
"divorce". Although the legalities
of contract agreements are unclear, '
the enforceability of. them have
been bolstered
by a recent
QlJlfomla decision Involving actor
Lee Marvin and his 'roommate' of
many years.'
Upon the couple's
separation, the court held not only

sexual

MIn. Shield arkas
reg. B2"0
NOW

559~

I:e...•' some

t'

D

laws can stili affect' unmarried I DiE-------lil'.!.l\llEEBm
i couples.
There nave been i
;l convictions under all these statutes
!. in the 'last five years.
• Most'lIkely, though, no one will,
:i arrest you for net haVing a·
. mcirraige certificate. But you can
~ anticipate extra hassles and plann~' Ing In such areas as .: :.
'~, -Renting a house or, apartment.
t.t. Not so long ago, two names on the
mailbox meant automatic eviction.
Now
~i evlcttons are more' the
..·::exooPtionthan
:·
the' rule, although
. here are feY" states specifically
f)J~j
~tif;torbiddlng .It.
City ordinances
orbiddlng discrimination seem to
getting voted down as soon as
hey are introduced (remember

onverse Running Shoes Were
World Class Trainers 21"· 2Saa
off on Rossignol & Trak
Pre-season X-C Ski Packages.
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'lE' de County) so there may be no
~~.fficial channels to pursue In the
r!(\ ent of discrimination, short of
~. urt action. .
'~t-Buying a house. Banks often
¥: efuse to allow unmarrieds to
ombine their incomes when
0/'
Ing a credit application for the
;~ urchase of house, JUdging their
elatlonshipto be less stable. You
'~i Ight have to sign the loan In one
J;
n's name, and sign a separate
~' ntract with the other as a Joint
. urchaser. Check with a lawYer
!
ut the wording.
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The man. who really began the
monkey tria/couldn't
make it, so
world famous impersonator, R. M.
EakIn, speaks for Darwin, Room
106, Science Bldg.

,

Yom I<lppur
Pop Film: "Dirty Harry," 8:00
p.rn., SUB ballroom.
Also,
King Tut film, 7:15 p.m., SUB
ballroom.
BSU Theater Arts Department
presents: "The Boy Friend,"
'Oct. 11-14, 8:15 p.m., Special
Events center.
Darwin Impersonator to speak:
Dr. Richard M. Eskin, Prof. of
Zoology at the University of
California at Berkeley,
8:00
p.rn., .room 106 of Science
BUilding.

T

Oct; 12

Oct 14

Oct 15

Bolso Gallefy 01 Art: Ceramic
and paper macho sculpture
classes for ages 10-14, Oct. 12 Nov. 16, 4 - 5:30 p.m., call
345-8330 for Information.

Bolso Gallery 01 Art: Dinosaur
Art Club, for ages 5-8, 9:3012:00 p.m. call 345-8330 lor
Information.

Symphonic Band: 6:15 p.m.,
Special Events Center. Melvin
Shelton, director.

Oct 12

Oct 11

Locture: "Individual and Community Responsibility,"
by
Marilyn VanDerbur,
former
Miss USA, 1:30 p.m., SUB.
Lecture: "Mental
Health and
the Patlernlng of Power and
Status," by Dr. Susan Abbotl,
University of Kentucky, 8:00
p.m., Nez Perce room.

King

Tut film:
Bolsoan loungo.

1:00

. Foster Care Courae begins:
"Legal Aspects of Foster Caro"
a six-week course, 7:30 - 10:00
p.rn., at the Staff Developmental Center, 801 Rosorvo, Boise,
call 344-5987 or 384-3127 for
Info.

p.rn.,

SUPPORT

E

Oct 17

k

Flold Hockey: at BSU against
Northwest Nazareno Collego, 4· .,"
p.m,

t;

Volleyball: at College of Idaho,

4 p.m.

BoIso Gallery 01 Art: Drawing
classes for ages 7 & older, Oct
14 - Nov 16, 1-3 p.m., call
345-8330 for Information.
Panhellenlc
Plodgo
Dance:
Owyhee Hotel. CaI/365-1223for
Information.

BOGUS

BASIN
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Minnie and
room-mate
ponder
one of
life's little
problem$.

RUN

OCTOBER 21
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Applications

at SUf3 Information

.F I

Booth.

T

Oct.14

Oct 13

. Outdoor Activities:
BackpackIng In the sawtooths: sawtooth
Lake, Baron Lakes, Redffsh
Lake Canyon.
Open to all,
contact Berne Jackson at 3851455 or 344-9512.

Evle Tornquist. Gospel Music
Singer: In concert at Northwest
Nazarene College, Montgomery
Gymn, 7:30 p.m., call 343-7441
for Information.

Red C","
Blood Drive sponsored by TKE's: Big Four, 9-3
p.m., call 343-5153 for Info.

Football: BSU' VS. San Jose,
7:30 p.m., Bronco Stadium.

Fle:1 Hockey: at Washington
State University.
.

CIll5S

Mike Picc%W
and Me/anie
Yellen In the
"Boy Friend."
Opens OCt. 11,
BSU Spec Genter.

COuntry:
State Unlvorslty.

Volleyball: at 5eallle University, league tournament.'

at

Montana

~:
0

Oct111
BolllO Gallory of Art: Batik
cll\SSCSfor ages 17 & older, Oct
16, 18 & 29, 10:00 a.m. - 12
noon. Call 345-8330 for Info.

0et18
Dolsa Gallery of Art: Creative
dramatics classes for ages 7-10,

'k

~

;'

,Bol$O Gallary of Art: Callgarph Ie alphabets
classes,
Oct
16-20, 7:30-10:00 p.rn., call
345-8330 for Info.

Outdoor Activities: Slldo lecturo

National Mathomatlcal Conference: on "Ordered
Groups,"
Dr. Otis Kinney In charge, Oct.
16-20 .

~

~r3i~:30

p.m.

by world lamous Yosemlto and
I:tlmalayan
climber,
Galen
Rowell, 8:00 p.rn.,
Bolsean
lounge.

",

r

;~'"
;..
t:;::

Forolgn Film: "The Lady KII'Ijlrs, ',' 8:00 p.m., SUB ballroom.

':'/

.~~~_~*~,e~[L~SS~F~E~S
Private Party Classified .Adsl 4 cents Per Word/'12 Noon Monday Deadline.'
ARBITER Office, Owyhee Room,'2nd Floor SUB
'-For More Info' 385-1464

fOR SALE

ll113 Olds Cutlass Supreme. PIS,
PIB, AIC, sunroof, new radials,
18 miles per gallon.
Excellent
condition.
$1,900 Or best offer.
('.all 487-4009 evenings.
50 mm 2.8 EI Nlkkor. $80. 3851122.
Mamlya/Sekor
35 mm olr. 1
year old, perfocf condition.
Owner given OM-1 on birthday.
$150. Contact Mike at 342-l1123

STA TE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money?
Long on Hair?
Save Money by Getting
Your Hair
Cut at Siate Barber College.
With
, ,Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt.
Available.
2210 Main St.,
Boise,

342-9729

CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
save' on brllndnwne
hard or
soft lens supplies. 5erod for free
Illustrated catalog. Contact lens
Suppllea, Box 7453, PhoeniX,
Arlmna85011.

IMPROVE YOURGRAoESl

send $1.00 for your 256-paga,
mall order catalog of COllegiate
ReseantI. 10,250 topic listed.
F'rQIllPt Delivery. Box 25007-8,

Los Angeles,

CQllf. 00025. (213)

477-8226 .

5380.

GRATIS'

--":""-1

FIW kittens • cute 10-week-old
kittens to good home, all males, all
housebroken.
Call 343-9096 and
ask for Lon Harvey.

HELP WflNT€D
If you are a L1~sed'
,Practical
Nurse, Power County Hospital of
American
Falls, Idaho, has 0,position for you.
Good _salary,
excellent benefits,
full or part
time" In Ihe Nursing Home or In
the Hospital. Call colloct 226-2327
for Peruonnel Olrector or apply In
person atlhe hoopltal. An EqUal
Employment
Opportunity
Em-

ployer.

PerJTllloont openings for persons
Interested In earning from $100 to
$200 per month working mornings
taking Inventory.
Average 01 72
hrs available monthly. Paid travel
In company car to and lrom overy
Inventory.
No experIence necessary; pald training provided.
If
. Interested, contact Grolla at 377-

.

DE-ClfIS'S'IFIED
CONTEST.' NO.
Lest you, dOll/" reader, bocomo7
deprossedby
all this Introspection, tho' Arb/1M Do-classlfled
Contest N. 7 offers you a way 10
gel high.
To Il)e first man,
woman, or other who can tell
Peggy, Ihe Arbll4lr's Intrepid llOOrelary, what K-2really means, two
free tickets to mountaln climber
Galan Rowell's upcoming l!lCluro.
Come up to the second floor of the
SUB after 10:37 a.m. on Thursday,
October 12, and win a chance to
breathe
pure ozone and GET
HIGHII

